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PREFACE 

The field of lunar science has essentially completed a period 
of e xponential growth promoted by the national efforts of the 
1960's to land on the moon. As normally happens in a diverse 
scientific community, the interpretations of specialized lunar 
data have reflected the precepts in the various specialized fields. 
Constant promotion of the broadest overviews between these diverse 
fields is appropriate to identify processes or phenomenon recog
nized in one avenue of investigation which may have great importance 
in explaining the data of other specialities. 

This Conference is directed toward reviewing the active 
mechanisms relating the moon to its environment and to exploring 
the linkage between these mechanisms and their records in the 
lunar sample and geophysical data. Broad topics to be considered 
include: 

- Observations and theories of the large scale plasma 
(solar wind and magnetospheric) interactions with 
the moon and non-magnetic planets. 

- Ancient and present day lunar surface magnetic and 
electric fields - their production and effects. 

- Dynamics and evolution of the lunar atmosphere. 
- Evolution of the solar plasma: astrophysical 

expectation - astronomical observations. 
- Lunar record of solar radiations. 
- Non-meteoritic and meteoritic disturbance and 

transport of lunar surface materials. 
- Future lunar exploration. 

Guided by this philosophy this Conference brings together 
not only scientists who have been directly involved in various 
aspects of lunar geophysics and sample analysis but also specialists 
in plasma physics, astrophysics, astronomy, and material science 
who provide new views on the many interdisciplinary aspects of 
current studies of the moon. The Conference format is planned 
to be informal, with ample time for questions and discussions. 
This abstracts volume is conceived to provide a working document 
during the Conference and a source for future reference. 

Sincere appreciation is extended to the members of the 
advisory panel, Dr. R. Vondrak - Stanford Research Institute, 
and the staff members of the Lunar Science Institute - Mrs. 
J. Shack, L. Mager, E. Gutierrez and C. Watkins - who partici
pated in the organization of the Conference and this abstracts 
volume. 
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THE LUNAR IONOSPHERE, Richard R. Vondrak* and John W. Freeman, 

Department of Space Physics and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, Texas, 

77001 (*now at Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California 94025). 

Extensive investigations of the lunar plasma environment made during the 

Apollo program have shown that, like the Earth, the moon is surrounded by a 

region of ionized plasma. However, unlike the terrestrial ionosphere, the 

lunar ionosphere is directly coupled to the solar wind by the interplanetary 

electric field. As a result the lunar atmospheric ion fluxes are both direc

tional and variable and the ions have a non-thermalene'rgy distribution . 

Collisions within the ionosphere are unimportant and interactions with the 

lunar surface control the ionospheric chemistry. In addition to this plasma 

of lunar origin, the region surrounding the moon is permeated by the inter-' 

planetary and magnetospheric plasmas. 

The lowest part of the lunar ionosphere consists of a thin, dense sheath 

surrounding the moon as a result of the electric potential of the lunar sur
o

-

face. Measurements by SIDE (1) and CPLEE (2) have demonstrated that the 

surface potential is posi ti ve on the dayside. There the sheath Con'sists ' of a 

photoelectron layer with an electron density at the surface of about -104 / cm3 

and an altitude extent of about 100 meters (2). Near the terminators and on 

the nightside the lunar surface potential becomes negative (1,3,4). 

The most extensive part of the lunar ionosphere consists of ions produced 

from the lunar atmosphere. .The two sources of the gases in t he lunar atmo

sphere are material released or weathered from the lunar surface and the solar 

wind. Solar wind ions impact the lunar surface, are the rmali z ed and perhaps 

chemically altered there, and then ~e-emitted as neutral atoms or molecules 

which travel along collision-free balli'stic trajectories between impacts wi th 

the surface. The neutral atmospheric gases are ionized by the solar ultra

violet and corpuscular radiation in a time of typically 106 -107 sec. These 

ions are then accelerated by the interplanetary electric field E (typically 

1-3 mV/ m) and are driven either into space or into the lunar surface. Their 

initial altitude distribution is exponential according to the neutral gas 

scale height H (20-100 km for most gases) and have a res~dence time before 

impacting the surface of only a few seconds. The resulting energy distribu

tion is strongly non-thermal and the differential energy flux has generally an 

exponential distribution with a folding energy equal to EH (typically 20-300 

eV). The production rate of these atmospheric ions is proportional to the 

product of neutral number density and ionization rate. Consequently, the 

density and flux of the atmospheric ions vary, being directly responsive to 

changes in the solar wind flux and transient outgassing from the lunar surface. 
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In addition to the ionospheric plasma of lunar origin (the photoelectron 

layer and lunar atmospheric ions), the moon is exposed to plasma of extra

lunar origin (the solar wind, magnetospheric plasma, and cosmic rays). 

Because the moon lacks shielding by either a strong magnetic field or dense 

atmosphere, these extralunar plasmas penetrate directly to the surface where 

they .have been regularly observed by SIDE, CPLEE, and the SWS. 

The dynamics of the lunar ionosphere are important because ionization and 

subsequent removal by the interplanetary electric field is the principal loss 

mechanism for most atmospheric gases. Thus, observations of lunar atmospheric 

ions can be used to compute the atmospheric loss rate and to set constraints 

on the identification of the sources of the lunar atmosphere (5). A portion 

of the atmospheric ions which are driven into the lunar surface have energy 

sufficient for implantation and are evidently the source of the e xcess Ar40 

found in the lunar samples (6). Observations at the lunar surface of ions 

streaming from an impact-generate d gas cloud have provided information about 

the interaction between the solar wind and neutral gases (7). Finally, 

observations and study of the lunar ionosphere provide valuable insight into 

the mechanisms presumably operating when the solar wind interacts with the 

exospheres of the other planets which lack strong magnetic fields. 

REFERENCES 
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ULTi1A-HIGH :mERGY E TTER,\.CTIOlTS TIT 1D1HI.R nOCKS 
L.G.van Loon ,P. B. 534 , Dordrecht , The Netherlands. 

A study has been made in lunar rock 12021 samples of ul~ra
hi~~ energy interactions caused by cosmic r ay s of a bout 10 -
10 eV energy • Jhen c osm i c rays a t this energy interact to 
c a use cas cades of secondary and tertiary p articles ( ma inly 
mesons and leptons ) , the cascade densities produc ed 'Ni thin 
the first few interaction lengths of the primary intera ction 
resul t in ionization effects '.vhich are greater than ionization 
effects caused by heavy nuclei (1) • At lower energ ies than 
101 3 to 1016 eV 9 etching of rock samples is necess a ry to make 
visible nuclea r interactions • However , as illustrated in fig. 
1 , at 1016 eV ( 104 Tev) the cascades from interactions are 
already visible on fracture planes in the s amples without the 
necessity of etching. With optical or electron microscopes 
these marks are easily visible • These effec ts are determin ed 
in publication (2) , and fig.2 illustrates the ioniza tion 
effects exp e cted from different c a uses : nucl ei , electro
magnetic c a scades or meson c as cades in solid matter such as 
rock • 

In g eneral , these ma rks are not seen in meteor i te s , 
because when met eorite s hea t up falling in the e a rth' s a tmo s 
phere the interac tions a nneal out a t tempera tures a bove about 
1000

0 
K (1) • Therefore lunar s urface rocks ( 10-20 cmin size) 

lying under no a tmo s phe re are a n ideal medium to study t he 
effects of such cosmic ray interactions • Moreover ,by analysing 
the s urface densities of t he cascades on the rock f a ces a n 

idea can be formed of hO'l1 t he co s mi c ray flux has varied in 
past geological or co s mic time . For ultra-high energy cosmic 
rays sofar no ma jor mo du l a tion has been found • The cascade 
sec tion t h emselves have given some interesting conclusions 
a bout the n a ture of the primarY cosmic ray particles at 104 Tev 
( 3 ) • ~ 

(1) Lett .Nuov.Cim . Vol . 2 , No.23 (1971 ) • p .1179' . 
( 2 ) Nuov.Cim . B Vol. 1 4 ,No.2' (197 3 ) " p.267 • 
(3) Bul .Am. Phys .Soc. Ser.ll , Vol.17 , No.4, p.525 (1972) 



ULTRA-HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS 

L.G.va n :;:'ocn 

Fig. 1. - Photomicrograph of ultra-high-energy events in lunar minerals on a fracture 
plane. 

F i g .l 

Courtesy of NUOVA CIMENTO, V. 14B, No.2, 
p. 267, 1973. 
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L. G. van IJoon 
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GEOCHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF THE MOON 
SoRo Taylor, Australian National University and 
Lunar Science Institute o 

It is assumed that the Moon accreted from refractory 
material from which the volatile elements had already been 
depletedo The accretion was homogeneous since there is (a) a 
goo d correlation between vOlatile/involatile element ratios in 
both highl a nd and maria samples, and (b) the element distribut
ion in crustal rocks is not governed by vola tility differences o 

The overall composition of the highland crust can be 
derived from the orbital Al/ Si and Th data and the observed 
interelemental relationships. The highland REE a bundances have 
a positive Eu anoma lyo If the Moon has the same relative 
pattern as chondrites, the interior has a negative Eu anomaly , 
with a pattern resembling those of ma ria basalts, (Fig. 1) 0 The 
abundances of the refractory trace elements, are a bout five 
times those in Type 1 carbonaceous chondrites 0 In order to 
ac count for the high near-surfa ce element abundances, very 
efficient large scale element fractionation must occur, imply ing 
melting of most or all of the Moon. 

The following geochemical model is proposed. The center 
of the Moon (below 1000 km) is primitive unfractionated material, 
now part i ally molten due to trapped K, U and Tho -

Following accret ional melting, the first silicate phase to 
separate was Mg-rich olivine. As crystallization pro ceeded, 
orthopyroxene precipitated. In the low pressure «50 ~bar) 
environment, most ca tions except Mg, Fe, Ni, Co and Cr + ,-vere 
excluded froIT. the olivine and orthopyroxene lattice sites, and 
migrated upwa rds. A frozen crust quickly developed, although 
con tinually broken up ·-by the decl;ining meteori te bomba rdment 0 
This frozen surface l a yer, anaJ,.ogous t o a chilled margin r~tain
ed high concentra tions of --Mg, Cr etc. in ne ar surface regions 0 

These elements are not derived from chondritic meteorites, which 
would have contributed high Ni, Ir etc. Beca use of the refrac
tory nature _ of_ th~ _ t9t al lunar composition, a Ca-Al rich 
residuum developso Increasing crystallization a t depth leads to 
a concentration of these elements) trapped under the frozen 
surface layer. When the concentration of Al rea ches 12~17% 
A1 2 0 1 , An-rich plagioclase precipitates, and concentrates beneath 
the frozen surface, whereas 2 the Mg-F2 phases sink. The Ca-Al 
rich region inc orporate s Sr + and Eu + 0 

As crystalliza tion proceeds in both top (crus t al Ca-Al) and 
bottom (mantle Fe-Mg) r egions, addit ional fractionation cha nges 
the Mg/ Fe r at io, and produces zones of Fe-Ti oxide accumul a tion. 
Those elements unable to enter the plagioclase above or the 
Mg-Fe sites below a re tra pped be t ween. In this zone, a ll the 
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remaining elements concentrate. These include K, Ba, Rb, Cs, 
REE, Th, U, Zr, Nb . Thus following the primordial fractionation, 
a chemically zoned Moon is produced (Fig . 2). 

The crustal zonation established at about 4 . 5 aeons was 
changed very quickly. The declining stages of the meteoritic 
bombardment pulverized the chilled zone and larger impacts mixed 
in the underlying anorthosite. The high concentration of heat
producing elements K, U and Th (and Zr, Hf, REE etc.) beneath 
the plagioclase zone provide the high element abundances for the 
Fra Mauro or KREEP basalts. Possibly this zone did not solidify 
but the liquids invaded the crust, where impact mixing produced 
the parent material for the anorthositic gabbro (highland basalt ) 
and the Fra Mauro basalts. This stage continued to 309 aeons. 

Partial melting next occurred in deeper layers and a 
succession of maria basalts were erupted. The first of these 
were the aluminous basalts from shallow depths beneath the KREEP 
source layer. These overlapped with the later stages of the 
bombardment, and predate the Imbrium collision in part. Next 
(3.8 - 3 06 aeons), the Ti-rich Apollo 11 and 17 basalts were 
erupted from a zone where Fe-Ti oxides accumulated o Finally 
(304 - 3.2 aeons) the Apollo 12 and 15 quartz and olivine 
normative basalts were extruded. 
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THEORY OF THE SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH THE MOON. 
F. C. Michel, Rice D., Houston, Texas. 77001. 

The historical development of theoretical models for the 
interaction of the streaming interplanetary medium with the solid 
body of the moon is reviewed . The first works date from around 
early 1960 and are traced to the present . The view that the moon 
acts mainly to absorb plasma from the flow (rather than present 
an obstacle to the flow) seems to best describe the data . More
over, penetration of the flow to the lunar surface is consistent 
with observed effects on lunar ionospheric particles. Several 
phenomena remain to be resolved , such as the source of upstream 
disturbances and the existence of a trailing shock wave. 



AMINO ACID PRECURSORS INDIGENOUS TO LUNAR SAMPLES: 
ACCUMULATED ANALYSES AND EVALUATIONS OF POSSIBLE CONTAMINATIONS. 
S. W. Fox, K. Harada, Inst. for Molecular & Cellular Evolution, 
University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL 33134; and P. E. Hare, 
Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution, Washington, D.C. 
20008. 

The specific question of the presence of amino acids in 
lunar samples has been examined chemically, primarily through 
application of the specific amino acid reagent, ninhydrin . 
Other methods, such as vapor phase, chromatography of volatile 
derivatives or mass spectrometry, fail either to distinguish 
from other compounds, or to be sufficiently sensitive for amino 
acids at the levels that have been found in lunar samples. A 
profile of five or six proteinous amino acids has been consis
tently obtained for samples from twelve collections from the six 
Apollo missions 11 through 17. These results have been obtained 
mainly, and in some cases solely, by hydrolysis of hot aqueous 
extracts of the samples. The proportions of total amino acids 
thus obtained is in the range of 7 to 45 ng/g of sample . The 
accumulated results are presented in Table I. 

Experiments designed to isolate the obligatory aspects of 
successful analyses for lunar amino acids have identified: 
extraction by hot water rather than cold, hydrolysis of the 
aqueous extract instead of direct hydrolysis of the sample, assay 
by the specific ninhydrin reagent, use of a sufficiently sensi
tive amino acid analyzer, and numerous precautions to minimize 
contamination in handling and in reagents. 

The values found have tended to be 30-200 times as large as 
those found from blanks carried through the entire analysis. 
The possibility of contamination by astronauts or analysts has 
been examined. Evidence against this possibility has included 
the regularity of the results and the absence of occasional 
"spiking," which is characteristic of analyses of contaminated 
samples. The most conclusive evidence has been the extremely 
small contribution from blanks , the fact that the profiles 
closely resemble chemically synthetic products but not those of 
biotic products, and the fact that some unhydrolyzed samples 
exhibit no free amino acids at all whereas human fingerprints 
reveal liberal proportions of 17-19 types of amino acid prior to 
hydrolysis. The evidence thus does not support the hypothesis 
that a significant fraction of the amino acids found in our 
analyses result from human contamination. 

The hypothesis that the amino acid precursors are products 
of the oxidation of jet fuel has been examined by obtaining and 
analyzing samples proximal to, and distal from, the descent 
engine on Apollo 15 and 17 (15012 and 72501 at a distance and 
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AMINO ACID PRECURSORS 

Fox, S. W. et ale 

15013 and 70011 near to the LM). The values found for the proxi
mal samples are within the range of all samples analyzed but, 
even so, relatively smpll amounts of free amino acids may accu
mulate at the descent engine. For Apollo 15, the distal sample 
was found to have 7 ng/g of amino acids after hydrolysis of pre
cursors whereas that for Apollo 17 (6.5 km) has 10 ng/g. On the 
basis of conservative assumptions, the total amount of amino 
acid precursor calculated to exist in a disc 6.5 km in radius is 
several orders of magnitude larger than can be accounted for on 
the basis of the amount of fuel used and conversion values deter
mined, even assuming none of the fuel nor its oxidation products 
escaped to space during the descent . Accordingly , the hypothe
sis that the analytical results are explained to a significant 
degree by human andor chemical contamination is not supported by 
the evidence. 

The significance of the results can be examined in a context 
of comparative cosmochemistry inasmuch as several meteorites 
(Murchison, Murray, Allende) have been analyzed by the procedure 
developed earlier for Apollo 11 . The ratios of total amino 
aci.ds/C content of the samples are comparable for the two extra
terrestrial sources. The relative ratios of four or five pro
te i nous amino acids are similar for the two sources and for the 
samples within either group . These analytical results resemble 
closely the products of chemical syntheses of amino acids, but 
not of organisms. 

A principal significance of such results is the generaliza
tion that the common groundplan of terrestrial organisms emerged 
from a highly unified cosmochemical carbon chemistry . Another 
significance is that the pathway of molecular evolution on the 
Moon was arrested due to lack of water at the stage preceding 
hydrolysis of the amino acid precursors. The similar analytical 
results from various lunar samples suggest especially that the 
amino acid precursors result from implantation of simple mole
cular species of the interplanetary plasma on the preformed 
Moon. If this be correct, the lunar analyses for amino acids 
hold promise in defining and testing concepts of interaction of 
the Moon with that plasma. 



Table I 

Analyses of Hydro1yzates of Hot Aqueous Extracts of Lunar Samples 
(molar ratios) 

Glutamic Aspartic 
Sample G1y ci!,!e Alanine acid acid Serine Threonine 

- - - - -

10086 50 25 9 5 9 2 
12033 49 16 27 1 1 1 
14003 62 20 12 2 4 1 
14163 47 26 20 2 6 1 
14240 63 15 6 11 4 0 
14298 57 7 13 7 10 2 
15012 61 6 16 6 6 2 
15013 73 8 3 2 7 2 
66041 56 6 19 5 8 1 
72501 70 11 7 7 3 1 
70011 83 12 0 3 1 0 

All calculations e xclude ammonia and basic amino acids. 
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LUNAR-SURFACE SOLAR-WIND OBSERVATIONS AT THE APOLLO-12 AND -15 
SITES , by D. R. Clay , B. E. Goldstein , M. M. Neugebauer, and 

C. W. Snyder 
Data from Solar Wi nd Spectrometers at t he Apollo- 12 and Apol l o-15 si tes 

are available for an eleven mon t h si mu l taneous operation peri od . Velocity 
measurements at the Apo110-15 site (6y loca l magnetic f i eld) show no substan 
tial differences from simultaneous Vela-3 and -5 measurements i n free space. 
The deviation of the average flow direct i on from radia l flow fo r sol ar wind 
data i s at most about 1. 50, and the expected pattern of deflected flow i nside 
t he magnetosheath is observed . Previous wor k has shown that el ectron observa
ti on s at Apol l o 15 are typi cal, with cer tain exceptions , of resu l ts expected 
in the solar wind. Thus, the moon exerts no not i ceable i nfluence upon the 
pr oton flux observed at the Apollo-15 site . 

Plasma data at the Apoll o-12 site (38y loca l magnetic f i eld) is compared 
to Apollo-15 data to determi ne the nature of the interaction at the Apollo-12 
site . For the limited periods, primarily during the early lunar afternoon 
(dawn magnetosheath) when 3-cup angular determinations at b8th sites are 
possible, the Apo110-12 plasma had a southward def lection 0 t o 100 greater 
than the Apo1lo-l5 value . Expected deflections during early lunar afternoon 
due simply to a uniform magnetic field would, however , be small , and cannot 
account for the pattern of the observations . 

To investigate the interaction as a function of plasma direction, twelve 
orbit averages of hourly averages of plasma velocity , thermal speed, density 
and flux are computed as a function of the lunar longitude of the solar di rec
tion. The plasma velocity at the Apol10-12 site is generally lower than at 
Apollo 15. The velocity difference increases with changing sola r wind direc
tion, averaging 14 km/sec in the lunar morning (dusk magnetosheath), 45 km/sec 
i n the afternoon magnetosheath, and 52 km/sec in the afternoon solar wind . 
Thermal speeds at the Apollo-12 si.te are consistently higher . Proton density 
is 33% lower at Apollo 12 during lunar morning , 5% lower in the afternoon 
magnetosheath, and 34% higher in the afternoon solar wind. 

The interaction also depends upon the solar wind dynamic pressure com-
pu ted from the vel oc ity component normal to the surface at the Apo 11 0-12 site. 
At low dynamic pressures the density ratios are greater than average; e.g., 
the Apol10-l2 density is at times only 50% of the Apollo-15 density during 
lunar morning . At high dynamic pressures, on the other hand, the density 
ratios approach unity. Velocity differences also decrease with increasing 
dynamic pressure for morn ing and afternoon magnetosheath data, but the decel 
eration for afternoon solar wind data is approximately independent of dynamic 
pressure. 

In general, considerably more fluctuations are observed at the Apo110-12 
site than at the Apollo-15 site. Thermal speeds are higher, estimates of 
alpha particle denisty fluctuate unreasonably, and fits to the Maxwe1l
Boltzmann model are poorer. Pow1r spectra of plasma velocity show that for 
frequencies greater than 2 x 10- Hz the power at the Apo110-12 site is 
typically a factor of 2 to 5 times greater than at the Apol10-15 site, with 
extreme limits of from 1 to 10. At lower frequencies the power at Apollo 12 
is from 1 to 2 times greater than at Apollo 15. 



LUNAR-SURFACE SOLAR-WIND 

Clay, D. R. et al. 

These results, and non-thermal 80 to 120 eV electrons observed at the 
Apollo-12 site, imply a complex interaction involving electric and magnetic 
fields. Models analogous to the magnetopause are appropriate with the addi
tional consideration that surface charging may greatly alter the interaction. 
The most likely possibility is a small scale size magnetic field (5km., about 
a plasma wavelength) that prevents the full magnitude of effects that might 
be expected for a 38y magnetic field . 

Plasma turbulence, increases and decreases of plasma flux, and decelera
tion and deflection of the plasma are observed, suggesting that local lunar 
magnetic fields can cause lunar limb compression waves. The greater plasma 
density ratio perturbations observed for low solar wind dynamic pressures 
suggest the more frequent occurence of lunar limb compression waves for low 
solar-wind dynamic pressures. 
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SHEATH-LIMITED UNIPOLAR INDUCTION IN THE SOLAR WIND; 
Leonard J. Srnka, The Lunar Science Institute, Houston, Texas, 
77058. 

The collection of charged particles by electrodes in plasmas 
is controlled by the current-voltage characteristics of the 
plasma sheath which forms at the electrode surfacel . This 
principle is applied to the steady-state electromagnetic inter
action of the solar wind with moon-like bodies, or "solid-body" 
interactions. In some cases the unipolar dynamo response2 , 3 of 
an electrically conducting body in the solar wind motional 
electric field can be controlled by sheath effects. This occurs 
for highly conducting bodies when the body radius R is less than 
a critical value Re, with the result that no induced bow shock 
wave can form4 . 

The moon and Mercury have R/Rc » 1, so that sheath effects 
do not limit their unipolar responses. The asteroids are found 
to be either too cold or too small to maintain steady-state 
induced magnetospheres . The Martian satellites, the irregular 
Jovian satellites, and the outer satellites of Saturn also have 
R/Rc «1. No bow shock waves should be generated by these 
bodies , unless they are highly magnetized or have large magnetic 
permeabilities. 

Unipolar induction heating of meteorite parent bodies in a 
primordial . enhanced solar windS should not be inhibited by sheath 
effects, provided R ~ 50 meters. Unipolar heating in the ancient 
moon6 is therefore also favored, provided the surface temperature 
was maintained at 300°C or more by a circumstellar obscuration, 
eddy current (TE mode) heating in the crust7 , or other mecha
nisms. Mercury may likewise have had an early electrical heat
ing episode in its development. 
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MAGNETOCHEMISTRY OF THE APOLLO LANDING SITES 
P. J. Wasilewski, NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 
20771, and M. D. Fuller, University of California, Santa Barbara, 
CA 93106 

A synthesis of relevant magnetic data for samples from all Apollo sites 
has been completed and the results have been correlated with major element 
chemistry, petrography, earth-based telescope experiments and the Al/s . ratio. 
In a series of diagrams the basic magnetochemical aspects of the Apoll6 sites 
are summarized. The ~ (paramagnetic susceptibility) vs I (saturation 
magnetization) data ar~ summarized in Figure la, and inFi~ure Ib a "vector" 
diagram is presented to show how a given soil may develop in terms of 
variation of X I when components are added or reduction takes place . With 
a system closeR t3 mixing reduction indicates ~ decrease and I increase . 
Mixing is clearly evident in a ~ - I plot as will be describe~ and for a 
given site is further evidenced t5y co:ffi.parison of the Al/

S. ratio of rocks 
from the site vs the soil. For mare sites 11 and 12 thelratio increases in 
the soil, and for highland sites (14 and 16) the opposite is true. The pure 
highland site (Apollo 16) shows little change i . e., 0 .69 for rocks, 0.68 for 
soil (Rose et aI, 1973). The soil groups are clearly defined in a plot of 
~/I vs X /1 (X is the initial susceptibility). These groups are 
m~gn~tical£y ~ist~nct, have distinct Al/s . ratios , distinctive telescope 
reflectivity curves, and distinct FeO andl Ti0

2 
contents (Figure 2). The 

hysteresis loop squareness ratios R. (saturatlon remanence/saturation 
magnetization) and ~ (remanent coe~cive force/coercive force) further 
distinguish soil groups, crystalline rocks, impact melts, breccia samples 

The ~_ ratio in the soils correlates with the Al/s . ratio in
dicating that ~ dgpends on the soil type i.e., mare or highlana. This 
implies that identical processes might produce different metal size dis
tributions in different soils depending on the parent. In Figure 2 it is 
clear that the range of X /1 is ~ identical for all groups, Y /1 separates 

o s ''P s the groups. 

Based on surface magnetometer results it is clear that the in situ 
intensity of magnetization might be related to the type of terrain, i.e., 
A16 > A14 > A12 (highland> mare). This is not apparent in the subsatellite 
measurements, but thi s is only a consideration of scale size . A large scale 
magnetization coherence is required for subsatellite detection. If the 
highland> mare contrast is real then a mapping of large scale magnetic 
patterns correlated with surface morphology, the Al/s . geochemical ex
periments, and telescope reflectivity curves could pr6vide a dynamic time 
sequence picture of lunar magnetization. 
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MAGNETOCHEMISTRY OF THE APOLLO LANDING SITES 

Wasi l ewski , P . J . a nd Fuller , M. D. 
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LUNAR REGOLITH MAGNETIC PROPERTIES FROM TELESCOPE SPECTRAL 
REFLECTIVITY CURVES AND ORBITAL GEOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS 
P. J. Wasilewski, NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center,Greenbelt, MD 
20771, and M. D. Fuller, University of California, Santa Barbara, 
CA 93106 

Adams and McCord have shown that a match can be made between the 
laboratory spectral reflectivity curves for soils and tele'scope curves for 
the Apollo sites. Adler et al have utilized the solar induced X-ray fluores
cence to derive the Al/S' ratio for broad regions of the lunar surface. 
Synthes is of magnetic pr6perty data, and major element chemistry and 
petrography, demonstrates conclusivel y that a classification of lunar samples 
in terms of their magnetic properties produces correlative chemical and 
spectral reflectivity curve shape classifications. The degree of mixing i n 
a soil from any site i s reflected in the contrast between the Al/S ' ratio 
for the rocks and soil , and in the magnetic property data. Figure1l presents 
a plot of Al/ . vs ~/I (ratio of paramagnetic suceptibility/saturation 
magnetization~: ~~e ~oil groups are distinguished; the 16 highland, the 
14 and 17 highland, and the 11, 12, 17 mare soils. Figure 2 presents a 
summary of relative spectral reflect ivity curves taken from the MITPAL data 
book (copy furnished by Dr. McCord) and f rom Adams and McCord (1972). The 
line 1.0 would result for a ratio of any two individual curves which are 
identical. (a) Anal yzed 16 soils , MgO/F 0 shows considerable variation 
while Ti02 and the Al / s ' ratio are essentlally constant. The Al / s . ratio 
for 16 rocks is 0.69 wfifle for soils 0.68 indicating little mixing: The 
1/3 etc., is a ratio of Descartes l /Descartes 3 etc. The dotted area is 
the variation present for the Apollo 16 and Apollo 15 telescope curves as 
indicated. The Apollo 16 soils form a distinct magnetic group. (b) The 
Apollo 15 highland/mare contrast is clear, the resultant variation curve 
shape i s highland. This explains in part why the Al/S' ratio for 15 rocks 
is 0.21 and for soil 0.42 (Rose et al, 1973). Compare1the rocks 15418, . 
15058, 15555 for magnetic and chemical contrast between 15 highland and mare 
rock types. (c) Mare/mare contrast for 11/ 15 (12070 matches 12 telescope 
curves - 2.81% Ti02 ). (d) Mare/mare soil contrast i.e., high Ti02 10084 
(7.82% Ti02 )/lOW T102 12070 (2.81% Ti02 ). (e) Hi ghland (14259)/mare (12070) 
contrast. Inherent to each of the resultant ratio curves are magnetic 
property variations which will be described. 

Based on the synthesis of magnetic pr opert y data, geochemical data, and 
the preliminary conclusions about the correlations with the telescope and 
laboratory spectral reflectivity curves, we are confident of being able to 
specify the magnetic properties of any lunar site for which a telescope 
spectral relectivity curve exists (i.e., mare or highland at present ), or on 
a broader scale as indicated by the Al/s . ratio derived f rom the X-ray 
fluorescence experiments. 1 
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THE LUNAR P~DIATION ENVIRONMENT AND THE IMPLICATIONS 
FOR FUTURE LUNAR AND PLANETARY EXPLORATION, I. Adler, University 
of Maryland, College Park, MD; J.I. Trombka, Lo I Yin, E. Eller, 
and R. Schmadebeck, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD. 

The lunar surface ,is constantly under bombardment by a var
iety of particles and photons covering an enormous energy range. 
Some of these immediately produce characteristic secondary rad
iation from the lunar surface, and some, particularly the ener
getic particles also leave lasting records in the form of nuclear 
tracks and radioactive species. A number of interactions , in 
particular X-ray and gamma have been used as the basis for dev
eloping remote sensing techniques for producing geochemical maps 
of the lunar surface (1) . These experimental techniques, flown 
on Apollo 15 and 16, have proved quite successful and provide 
the concepts for future exploration missions. 

A partial view of the radiation at the lunar surface is 
shown in Fig 1. Also shown is the approximate depth from which 
useful chemical information can be obtained. 
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THE LUNAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 

Adler, I. et ale 

While the immediate concern in this paper involves the solar 
X-rays, cosmic ray interactions as well as the gamma flux through 
the surface from within the moon will also be briefly mentioned. 
The X-ray interactions have been estimated as involving depths of 
the order of microns where as, by contrast, the gamma rays sample 
the surface down to depths of approximately one third of a meter. 

The secondary radiation produced by the X-rays results from 
photoelectron excitation (X-ray fluorescence), whereas the gamma 
rays are due mainly to prompt (n, y) and (n, n', y) reactions. 
Numerous calculations had shown that a typical "quiet" solar x
ray spectrum should be energetic enough to produce measurable 
amounts of characteristic X-rays from all the abundant elements 
of atomic number 14(Si) or smaller. This was precisely borne out 
during the Apollo 15 and 16 flights, where the sun proved to be 
generally "quiet" and remarkably stable. It was predicted and 
then observed that the energy distribution in the solar X-ray 
flux was effective only in exciting the light elements up to and 
including silicon. As had been expected in the gamma ray case, 
the total signal was made up to a large extent of continuum (85 
percent), on which the characteristic lines were superimposed. 
By the use of appropriate analytical techniques described else
where (2), it was possible to make estimates of naturally-occurr
ing radioactive species, as well as those elements excited by 
cosmic ray interactions. 

In view of what is now known observationally about the X-ray 
and gamma ray fluxes, it is possible to design more effective 
measurements for future missions, as for example, a lunar-polar 
orbiter. Although the Apollo flights (15 and 16) occurred during 
a relatively quiet solar sun, substantial secondary fluxes were 
measured. A polar orbiter flown closer to solar maximum will en
able us to capitalize in two possible ways: The increase in 
solar output of X-rays should lead to increased secondary fluxes, 
permitting us to fly collimated detectors, yielding much better 
spatial resolution, perhaps by a factor of two. Further, we know 
that a more active sun not only emits higher X-ray fluxes, but 
also a harder X-ray spectrum. This increases the likelihood of 
detecting the important, heavier elements such as Ca and K. To 
allow for this, a future flight will be designed to cover a lar
ger energy range than the Apollo 15-16 instrument. Further ex
tended flights will now and then probably encounter flares, which 
may hopefully produce excitation up to elemen~, like iron. It is 
expected, however, that a more active sun isquite likely to be 
less stable, showing excursions in X-ray energy ou~~ut both in 
flux and spectral hardness. The experience gained during the 
recent Apollo flights has taught us that a more effective way of 
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THE LUNAR RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 

Adler, I. et al. 

monitoring the sun is to use a secondary radiator, rather than 
looking at the sun directly. For example, the X-ray intensity 
ratio of AllSi from a binary target of Al and Si should be an 
excellent indicator of the spectral character of the solar X-rays. 
We know that a hardening solar spectrum should decrease the ob
served AllSi intensity ratio . Further advanced mathematical 
techniques have improved the spatial resolution of the X-ray ex
periment. Thus, by using these analytical techniques and the more 
active sun, we shou,ld be able to employ more effective collimation 
and the improved spatial resolution mentioned above. 

It is obvious that the experience obtained in the recent 
Apollo flights about the radiation environment at the lunar sur
face are very important in the design of future exploration ex
periments. Our knowledge about the moon also gives us important 
data about the environment on inner planets, such as Mercury, 
should the time come to design geochemical experiments for its 
exploration. 
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LUNAR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING, B. L. Horning, and 
G. Schubert, Department of Planetar y and Space Science, Univer
sity of Cal ifornia, Los Angeles, Cal ifornia 90024 

An analytic theory is presented for the steady-state and 
time dependent electric and magnetic fields induced inside the 
moon and its downstream cavity for plane wave interplanetary 
electromagnetic fluctuations incident at arbitrary angles to the 
cavity axis. The cavity is mode l led as a nonconducting cyl inder 
extending infinitel y downstream with radius equal to that of the 
moon. The fields induced inside the conducting moon and in the 
far cavity are assumed confined to the moon and the cavity region 
by the supermagnetosonic solar wind. 

To determine the induced electric and magnetic fields in 
the moon and downstream cavity, an electromagnetic boundary value 
pro blem is constructed. Since magnetosonic waves cannot propa
gate upstream, the solar wind is treated as an infinitely conduc
ting medium. Accordingl y, the normal component of the induced 
magnetic field is zero on the subsolar hemisphere. Since the 
cavity is nonconducting, both the normal and tangential magnetic 
field components are continuous across the antisolar hemispheri
cal surface. From the continuity of charge equation, the radial 
component of the current density is set equal to th,e time deri
vative of the difference between the lunar and cavity electric 
field components normal to and at the antisolar surface. In the 
steady-state, the radial electric field of the moon on the anti
solar hemisphere is zero . Continuity of the normal component of 
the magnetic field across the cavity wall and continuity of the 
tangential components of the electric field across the cavity 
and lunar surfaces complete the set of boundary conditions. 

A plane wave incident at any angle to the cavity axis indu
ces both spherical transverse electric (TE) and transverse mag
netic (TM) modes in the conducting moon. These modes are coupled 
to the cyl indrical TE and TM modes in the cavity. The TM re
sponse has usually been neglected in lunar electrical conductivi
ty studies because of the low surface conductivity (1,2). The 
spherical TE field i nduces both cyl indrical TE and TM modes in 
the cavity, however, the cyl indrical TM fields are of order 

v2/c2 (where v is the propagation speed in the solar wind and c 
is the speed of 1 ight in vacuum) compared to the TE fields. Thus 
onl y the spherical and cyl indrical TE modes need be considered to 
infer lunar electrical conductivity. 

I nth e far ca v i t y reg ion, e i the r the c y 1 i n d rica 1 TEo r T M 
modes can be induced depending on the orientation of the incident 
interplanetary field. If the wave normal is parallel to the cav
ity axis, alII inear polarizations of the incident field are 
equivalent since both the electric and magnetic fields are nor
mal to the cavity axi s . Only the cyl indrlcal TE mode is induced 
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in the far cavity region for the parallel propagating wave (3). 
For off-axis propagation, there are two fundamental orientations 
of the magnetic and electric fields, parallel and perpendicular 
to the cavity axis. When the wave normal is perpendicular to 
the ca v i t y a xis, the far ca v i t Y fie 1 dis a pur e c y 1 i n d rica 1 T E 
mode If the magnetic perturbation vector 1 ies parallel to the 
cavity axis and a pure cyl indrical TM mode when the magnetic 
vector is perpendicular to the axis. In the remainder of the 
abstract we consider the physics of the scattering problem in the 
two 1 imiting cases of wave propagation, parallel and perpendicu-
1 art 0 the ca v i t y a xis. 
propa~ation Parallel to the Cavity Axis 

hen the incident wave normal is parallel to the cavity axis 
the far cavity field propagates downstream with the same velocity 
as the interplanetary field. The far cavity field can be thought 
of as the result of an induced wave on the cavity boundary. The 
wave induces an axial magnetic field component which is 90 de
grees out of phase with the interplanetary magnetic field (3). 
The cavity behaves as acyl indrical wave guide below cutoff for 
frequencies less than 50 Hz. For lower frequencies, the induced 
cavity field due to the presence of the moon attenuates with 
distance down the cavity. 
Propagation Normal to the Cavitt Axis 

In contrast to the paralle propagating case, the case of 
normal incidence is not a wave guide problem but rather a prob
lem of forcing an electromagnetic cavity response. The external 
wave propagates past the cavity at magnetosonic velocities, while 
inside the cavity, for frequencies greater than 0.1 Hz, the fiel d 
is substantially reduced. At discrete values of frequency, how
ever, the cavity resonates. Since we have assumed that the cav
ity is bounded by a medium of infinite conductivity, there are 
no losses in the cavity and the resonant cavity fields are thus 
infinite. The first resonance occurs at about 50 Hz if the in
terplanetary magnetic vector 1 ies parallel to the cavity axis and 
at GG Hz when the magnetic vector is perpendicular to the axis. 
These values are relatively insensitive to the phase velocity 
provided this velocity is not comparable to c. 

Unlike the parallel propagating case, nodes in the electric 
and magnetic fields exist in the far cavity as a function of 
position, field orientation, and phase velocity. We distinguish 
two cases. First, when the interplanetary magnetic vector is 
perpendicular to the axis, the cavity electric field is along 
the axis. There are no normal or azimuthal electric field com
ponents. The first node in this electric field occurs at a fre
quency of approximatel y 0.01 Hz in the plane containing the cavi
ty axis and the magnetic perturbat ion vector. There are no nodes 
i nth e ma g net i c fie 1 d s for t his ca s e . S e co n d , . i f the i n t e r p 1 a n
etary magnetic vector 1 ies parallel to the cavity axis, the cavi-
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ty magnetic field is also parallel to the axis. The fi rst node 
in this case occurs at a frequency of a bout 0.02 Hz in the plane 
containing the cavity axis and the solar wind electric field 
perturbation vector. For this orientation, there are no nodes in 
the electric field. Successive nodes In the magnetic field are 
approximatel y evenly spaced in frequency and the intervening max
ima attenuate with increasing frequency. A similar behavior is 
true of the electric field nodes in the case where the solar wind 
magnetic field pertur bation is perpendicular to the cavity axis . 

At large frequencies, the cavity surface currents nearly 
shield the cavity interior from the solar wind magnetic field 
components parallel to the cavity surface. The cavity surfa ce 
charge density a t tenuates slowl y with increasing frequency, for 
sufflcientl y lar~frequency, eventuall y converging to the magni
tude of the interplanetary electric field. As the phase velocity 
approaches the speed of 1 ight, the surface currents and charge 
density disappear and the cavity becomes completely transparent 
to the incoming radiation. 
(1) Sonett, C. P., B. F. Smith, O. S. Col burn, G. Schubert, and 

K. Schwartz (1972) The induced magnetic field of the moon: 
conductivity p rofiles and inferred temperature, Proc . Third 
Lunar Sci . Conf., Geochim. Cosmochi m. Acta, Suppl. 3, Vol. 3, 
pp. 2309-233G. MIT Press. 

(2) Sill, W. R. (1972) Lunar conductivity models from the Apollo 
12 ma gnetometer experiment , The Moon , 4, 3-17. 

(3) Schwartz , K. and G. Schu bert (1973) Lunar electromagnetic 
scattering 1. propagation parallel to the diama gnetic cavity 
a x is , J. Geophys . Res., ~, 6496-6506. 
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FORMATION OF THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE, R. R. Hodges, Jr., University 
of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, 75080 

INTRODUCTION 
The atmosphere of the moon is essentially a classical exosphere, in 

which atoms and molecules are gravitationally constrained to ballistic 
trajectories between encounters with the lunar surface. In the thermal 
distribution of velocities of particles going upward at lunar surface, 
those atoms going faster than the escape velocity are lost from the moon. 
The lower energy part of the distribution consists of particles which return 
to the lunar surface, with the average lateral extent of these trajectories 
being about twice the atmospheric scale height (i.e. 2 x kT/mg) . 

Since these ballistic particles only collide with the moon, the usual 
ideas of atmospheric dynamics are inapplicable. More specifically, the 
concept of hydrostatic equilibrium i7 an exosphere is that a gas tends to 
flow laterally so as to equalize nT5 2 over the exobase (1) rather than to 
equilibrate pressure. In addition the lack of interaction of lunar gases 
results in separate and distinct global distributions for each species. 

There are two basic types of global gas distributions on the moon. 
Gases which are not adsorbed on the cold nighttime part of the lun,r surface 
have a nighttime concentration maximum, in accordance with the T-S 2 law of 
exospheric equilibrium. Species which are adsorbed or condense at the cold 
temperatures of lunar night have both nighttime and subsolar minima of con
centration, with an annular maximum at the terminator. The concentration of 
condensible gases is greatest near the sunrise terminator, where molecules 
which were adsorbed at night are released by photon and thermal effects. 
The maximum near the sunset terminator is due to the tendency of lateral 
transport to equalize nT5/ 2 

The best available data on lunar gases is from the Apollo 17 lunar sur
face mass spectrometer. Of these, the only measurements which are obviously 
free of contaminant and instrumental uncertainties are those of 40Ar and 
helium obtained during lunar nights. Fortuitously, argon behaves as a con
densible gas while helium is unaffected by surface adsorption at night. 
Another important difference in these two gases is that argon is lost from 
the lunar atmosphere by acceleration of its photoions in the induced ~ x B 
field of the solar wind near the moon (2) while helium ~scapes thermally. 
In addition, 40Ar arises from the radioactive decay of OK within the moon, 
while helium is produced by neutralization of impacting solar wind a -par
ticles. The detailed study of the argon and helium data is important in 
learning the behavior of other, more poorly understood species of the lunar 
atmosphere. 

ARGON 
The fact that the atmosphere of the moon is quite tenuous is mainly 

indicative of efficient escape processes, but not necessarily of low rates 
of supply of gases. An important examp1e is 40Ar , which escapes from the 
moon at an average rate of about 5 x 10 ° atoms/sec (3). This rate is only 
about an order of magnitude less than would occur if the rate of release of 
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40Ar per unit mass of moon were the same as for earth. On earth all of the 
argon that has been released over geologic time is trapped in the atmosphere 
whereas on the moon its lifetime is only the order of 100 dars, The result 
is that the present argon concentration on earth is about 10 2 times as 
great as that on the moon. 

What makes the lunar and terrestrial argon escape rates so grossly 
different is the lack of a lunar magnetic field to trap atmospheric photo
ions. Formed essentially in the solar wind, which is only slightly per
turbed by the presence of the moon, these ions are accelerated by the ~ x B 
field induced in the solar wind, so that on the average roughly half of the 
photoions are driven away from the moon while the rest impinge on the moon 
and become implanted in surface rocks (2). 

The average rate of effusion of 40Ar from the moon during the first 9 
lunations of 1973 (when the Apollo 17 mass spectrometer data was obtained) 
corresponds to about 0.5% of the total rate of production of argon within 
the moon, if the average abundance of potassium in the mOon is 300 ppm (3). 
To put this in perspective, it would require the continual release of all of 
the argon being formed in the upper 3.5 km of the lunar crust to account for 
the average abundance of argon in the lunar atmosphere. The only reasonable 
explanation of the argon effusion rate is that it comes from great depths 
where the temperature is sufficient to drive enough gas from fractured 
materials. 

However, there is a complicat ion of this hypothesis, in that the rate 
of effusion of argon from the moon is apparently variable. This leads to 
speculation that argon percolates from a semi-molten core into one or more 
subsurface voids, which vent transiently to the atmosphere through deep 
fissures. If this is the correct explanation, then the mechanism of argon 
release must be related to s ome form of seismic activity, and perhaps it is 
the buildup of pressure of trapped argon whi ch triggers its own release, and 
a seismic effect as well. 

HELIUM 
Helium is produced on the moon by neutralization of the solar wind 

a -particle influx. These ions have impact energies the order of 4000 eV, 
which should cause their implantation in surface rocks. In data from the 
Apollo 17 lunar surface mass spectrometer it is apparent that the abundance 
of lunar atmospheric helium responds rapidly to changes in the solar wind. 

The fluctuations of helium on the moon during the lunar nights of the 
first 10 lunations of 1973 appear to be correlated with variations of the 
geomagnetic index Kp (4). More recent work shows that the coefficient of 
correlation of those parameters is 0.31. Assuming instantaneous response of 
helium supply and a-particle influx, the equivalent solar wind flux of hel
ium during this period can be expressed as 

6 -2 -1 
<P [He] (5.6 + 1.9 + 0.44 x Kp) x 10 cm sec 

This differs slightly from the flux reported in (4) because the current 
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result is based on an improved model atmosphere. The dependence of the flux 
on Kp is less than might be inferred from other studies of the solar wind 
suggesting that the release of trapped helium from the lunar soil involves 
two separate mechanisms: an impact process which responds instantly to 
changes in the solar wind; and a diffusion process which is essentially 
constant. 

OTHER GASES 
Evidence of other gases in the lunar atmosphere is less certain than 

that for helium and argon. It is necessary that the solar wind influx of 
hydrogen, carbon, neon and perhaps nitrogen be balanced by escape of these 
elements as atmospheric gases. The Apollo 17 ultraviolet spectrometer data 
of Fastie et al. (5) showed no evidence of atomic hydrogen on the moon, 
suggesting that the dominant gaseous form of hydrogen is H2. Model calcu
lations tend to give H2 concentrations of about 4 x 103 cm-3 in daytime and 
about 104 cm-3 at night (6,7). 

Carbon implanted in soil grains must react with impinging protons to 
form CH4 and possibly other more complicated molecules. Methane does not 
appear to be a significant gas in the nighttime lunar atmosphere, and it 
does not exhibit a dramatic presunrise increase, as does argon, due to 
photo-desorption at the terminator. Nonetheless, the escape of carbon from 
the moon requires that a substantial amount of methane exists in the day
time lunar atmosphere. Methane is probably adsorbed readily at presunset 
surface temperatures (~1500K) . A significant amount of methane should be 
deposited on soil grains and rocks near the poles, leading to polar atmos
pheric concentrations determined by a surface pressure equilibrium condition. 

In addition to 40Ar the moon also releases radon into its atmosphere 
(8). The mechamisms for release of both of these elements from the interior 
of the moon are apparently episodic in nature, and their release mechanisms 
may be related. It is conceivable that some trapped lunar gases may he re
leased along with the radiogenic species. These are probably molecular gases 
which are completely adsorbed at night, but which may form a substantial day
time atmosphere. The lack of good daytime mass spectrometric data hampers 
a definitive examination of this problem. 
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E'v'IDENCE: )!" ?J<::GOLITH t;Y'CL.Tj~G AID }1]J{DTG In 72161 Abhiji t Basu, 
D. J. DeSMarais, ':.~j. Ha~s'x-, and Iri. c:~ :neinschein, Departnxmt of Geology, 
LndiaIkl, University, Bloommgton, Indiana 4'7401. *IUSO Deparo'lent of 
Chemistry. 

A. refmement of :::tpproaches to the s-bJ.dy of soJ..ar wind :i.mp1sl,nted elements 
in lunar fines involves extending ana4rses to different particle types 1,."l 
various size f'ractlons thus combining techniques of petrography and a.na.llf
tical chemistry. Such extensions of methodolog'J are necessary particuJ.ar4r 
for Taurus-LittrOltl sample:, i-lhich have a complex history (1) beiniS most4r 
mixtures of regoliths of varying maturity. Recent work in our laboratory on 
lu.nar regolith 72161,ll (dark m:m.tle , LRV 3) indicates not only that the 
sample i s a m1xtu.-re of mare and high.L:tnd regoliths (cf. 2,3,t~) but also t..".at 
the characteristics of ·the transported component can be inferl~d. 

The grain size distribution of < 1 rnm fines of 7216J_ is found to be 
defined by MZ = 3.88 ¢; 0I = 1.29 ¢; SKI = -0.23; and KG = 1.38 (parameters 
defined in (5)) which :indicate that this is a ID3..ture roegolith and that about 
50% of it is expected to be agglutinates in the 90p.m to 149 pm fraction, 
provided that the sample is in a !!steady-sta te II (6). However, our modal 
analyses data (Table 1) show that the agglutinate content m that size range 
is about 307'0. A departure .from the "stea~-state If is mdicated and we 
attribute this to the mixing of ii'..ro or more particle popuJ.ations. The data 
also mdica te tha t (a) t.'i-J.e na.x:i.mum concentration of agglutma te s occurs in 
t.."1.e 2~5 ¢ to 3.5 ¢ range, (b) agglutinate content:: correLate negative4r .. ,it.."1. 
the dark vitric breccia conten-ts for irarious size fractions, and (c) except 
for light vi't.i,,:,ic breccias, and, to some extent, for the agglutinates, there 
is no -.veil defined size-dependent trend. These observations T't'ay also be 
expLained by the mi.,'<:ing of different regoliths. 

Ana4rses for total C i..'1.dicate that 72161 is quiiJa In9,ture, with 201+p.C/e 
(cf. 200 j) g C/ g by lvIoore (7)) . The cf':fects of prolonged exposure of the 
saJlille to soJ..ar wind renains ID3..nifest in the high C and H2 contents, part i
cuJ..ar~ in the finer grain sizes. The data ('Inble 2) show (Figo 1,2) tl1.at m 
the bulk size fractions the concentrations of the H2, CHlu and total C in
crease continuous4r as the gttam sizes decrease. On the other hand, t.."1.e con
centrations of H2' CHI , and total C show a Ime9..r increase with mcrea-sing 
grain size in the agg1utinate fractions of sizes >111-9 pm. The disparities m 
the distributions of Ii2, CH4, and total C m the bu}J-;: and agglutinate size 
:fractions T't'ay be attributed to cycl1,."lg and mixing. The agglutinates, forll~d 
from fine grained particles with hieh surface concentrations of C and H2, show 
an UpsvTing in concentratiop..s of both 1,."l the crain sizes;> 149pm. 111is up
SVling ~y be due to mixing of a domi.."lant local popuJ.ation of coarser a ggluti
nates, .. lith higher C and H2' and an imp:>rted popu1ll.tion of :finer a gglutinates 
with reJ..ative~ low C and H2° The absence of increases in C and H2 concen
trations m the>11.~9.pm size fractions of the bu.lk sample, along with the 
atypical4r lovl percentage of agglutinates, suggests that the effects of local 
a gglutinates have be'2:n obliterated by the admixture of coarse grained non
agglutinatic material i'Tith lOVl C and H2. Therefore, the added component of 
this complex regolith apparentl¥ conta:L."ls a coarse-grained n:m-agglrrt1P..atic 
fraction and 9, :fo~rq coarse gramed ae;glutinate fraction whose gram size 
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Table 1 . Modal analyses data for 72161,ll in different size classes 
(in number percent) 

o¢-2~ 2¢-2 . 5~ 2 . 5~-3¢ 3~"'3 .50 3. 5¢- 4¢ 4¢-4 . 5~ 

Plagioclase 2; 7 1.6 1 .0 3.8 3.1 5.4 
Pyroxenes, etc . 2.7 1 .6 1 .0 2~4 4. 2 2.8 
ROcks 5.4 3.1 3.1 2. 1~ 3.1 1.3 
Breccia 

Vitric , Dark 40.5 50 .0 39 . 8 31~.5 34.8 44.9 
Vitri c, Light 2.7 10.9 10. 2 15 .4 17. 4 20 . 3 
Recrystallized 2.7 1. 6 2. 5 2.0 4 .2 1. 9 

Glass 
Spherules 8.1 4.7 4.1 1. 0 305 2. 8 
I r regular 5.4 7. 8 8. 2 7 .<) 7. 3 9. 2 

Agglutinates 29.7 18. 8 30.1 31.1 22 . 3 ll.4 

Table 2. Distr ibution of C, CH4' and H2 :in the size fractions of 721.61,ll; 
Inter cepts and Correlation coefficients of best l ine of f i t . 

Mz = 3. 88 ~ I ::: 1 . 29 ¢ SKI ::: - 0.23 KG = 1.38 

Size fraction H2 CH4 Total C 

m Bulk Aggl Bulk Aggl Bulk Aggl 

420 - 1000 1~9 93 0. 5 2. 3 74 187 
250 - 420 55 85 0.7 1 . 1~ 87 173 
149 - 250 58 84 1.0 1.3 99 162 
105 - 149 59 101 1.4 1.7 ll4 146 

74 - 105 80 107 1. 2 2.0 148 174 
53 - 74 107 l28 3. 2 2. 2 175 190 
37 - 53 106 246a 4. 2 4.1 225 242 
30 ... 37 99 4. 8 236 
20 - 30 l21 7.0 332 

20 123 9.0 465 

Average ... Bulk 
Sample 144 3. 8 204 

Intercept 52 67 0. 58 0. 37 78 98 
Corr ~ Coef f . 0.97 0. 9& 0.97 O . 91~b 0. 99 O.99b 

a ... doubt ful point ... disregarded for regression analySis 
b ... for the 4 finest size fract ions o~ 
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has suDsequent4r been decreased perhaps by breakdO\m of these fragile parti
cle s during transport. 
References: (J.) Eberhardt, P. et aJ.., ~974, Lunar Sci~ V ~ ,!'. J.97-199; (2) 
Baedecker, P. A. et aJ.., 1974, Lunar Sc~. V, ~, 28-30; (3) Ph~lpotts, J.A. 
et al~, J.974, Lunar Sci. ~ ~, 599-601; (4) Rhodes, J.M. et al., 1974, Lunar 
Sci. 1, 2, 630-632; (5) FoDe, R.L. and Ward,.Vl.C., J.957, J. Sed. I€t.,:?1., 
3-26; (6) McKay, D.S. et al., J.974, Lunar Sc~. y, ~, 480-482; (7) MOore, C.B. 
et al~, 1974, Lunar Sci~ y, ~, 520-522. 
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Figure 2 (a,b) 'lbtaJ. H2 concentrations 
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THE EVIDENCE FOR A SURFACE TRANSPORT MECHANISM ON THE 
MOON. T. Gold,. Center for Radiophysics & Space Research, 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 

Evidence that the lunar soil has suffered some surface 
transport mechanism over long periods of time comes from 
many sources. Small scale and large scale topographic 
detail, cosmic ray and other surface exposure effects, 
layering of the soil, as well as regional chemical and gravity 
effects, must all be discussed in this context. Transporta
tion by the explosive events of impacts, large and small, must 
of course have taken place, and the present discussion concerns 
features that cannot be accounted for by this process alone, 
but that appear to point towards some other, as yet unknown, 
mechanism having been at work. 

On the smallest scale one frequently sees the soil sur
face to be very smooth, and the scattered rocks to be imbedded 
with the junction line sharp to a precision of I cm. The 
upper surfaces of such rocks are often quite free from dust. 
From the distribution of such rocks it is clear that they 
mostly reached their present positions as a result of being 
thrown there in a crater-forming event . The deformation of 
the soil that each rock must have caused as it landed has 
nowhere been seen. A comparatively fast transport mechanism 
must flatten the soil without throwing up material to build 
up a large fillet around each rock and to dust over the top. 

On a larger scale we see the features at the junction 
lines between old mountains and adjacent level surfaces. Con
vex deposits, "shoulders", l ine a very large proportion of 
flat mare surface or flat surfaces in the interiors of craters 
or rills. The only origin for these that can be suggested 
lies in material transported down the neLghboring slope, which, 
for an unknown reason, beds down in a convex deposit at the 
base, rather than the concave one, which is common on the Earth 
in these circumstances. All steep slopes on the Moon have a 
criss-cross pattern whose character is systematically related 
to the mean angle of the slope. These patterns are also seen 
on the shoulder material and are systematically on a finer 
scale there. Whatever the surface transportation mechanism 
may be, it appears to have a characteristic footprint in the 
form of these patterns. 

Rocks are frequently seen concentrated along ridges and 
peaks. No satisfactory explanation has been found other than 
the selective downhill transportation of fines, causing the 
denudation of previously imbedded rocks. 

In mountainous terrain local low spots, at whatever alti
tude they occur, have frequently a flat filling. One may 
consider that this was due to downhill transportation from 
neighboring slopes. 
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Meteorit ic impacts must be distributing material all 
around the Moon. Impact ve locities are clearly high enough 
for secondaries to have orb ital velocities, as can be seen 
from the ray patterns of young craters. This must be true 
not only for the large craters for which rays can be seen, 
but also for craters down to a size of centimeters. The 
action of this would be to create a well-mixed surface over 
the top of the Moon, whatever the underlying chemical dif
ferences might have been. Such homogeneity is not seen, and 
one has to suppose that a downhill transportation mechanism 
acts suffic iently fast to keep re-exposing the underlying 
material of the mountains faster than they are being sprayed 
and "snowed over". 

The cosmic ray exposure and other surface exposure effects 
of the soil are remarkably high and remarkably uniform. Very 
little of the soil, be it from the surface or from core tubes, 
seems to have escaped surface exposure. One could understand 
this small variance in the surface exposure of the grains if 
one supposed that the investigations had occurred chiefly in 
depositing rather than denuding areas and that the deposition 
mechanism involved every grain having moved over the surface 
before it came to its present resting p l ace. 

If large-scale surface transportation has taken place, 
then a layer of fill in any previously hydrostatically balanced 
basin would result in a positive gravity anoma l y. The mascons 
can be understood in that case. If the surface transportation 
mechanism is facilitated by the electrodynamical phenomena in 
the wake of the Earth, then the difference in fill between low 
areas on the front and the back of the Moon can perhaps find 
an explanation. 
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ELECTROSTATIC TRANSPORTATION OF DUST. T. Gold and 
G. J. Williams, Center for Radiophysics & Space Research, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 

A dust surface can, under certain circumstances, develop 
an electric charge distribution that causes individual particles 
to move. For the case of the Moon, an average electric field 
above the surface strong enough to dislodge or suspend dust 
grains cannot be expected. What can be expected, however, is 
a condition of unstable local charging circumstances, such that 
the scale of the irregularities corresponds to the scale of 
the topography or the electrical surface properties of the 
grains, a scale that is generally in the micron range. 
Electric fields on this scale can reach potential differences 
of a few hundred volts and thus electric field st rengths of the 
general order of a million volts per centimeter. It is fields 
of that strength that can readily move dust grains against 
gravity, or even against slight surface adhesion. This micron 
scale of electric fields can cause surface migration, and its 
statist ical properties can be a downhill transportation, but 
it cannot throw grains to any great height, and the laboratory 
tests tend to show that the vertical scale of the phenomenon 
is generally restricted to a few millimeters. 

There may be other electrostatic phenomena of importance 
to lunar evolution. Dr. Criswell has discussed, for example, 
electric fields associated with the terminator, and the trans
portation that may result from this. Evidence seems to exist 
also for a spray of particles at a greater height, and it is 
not yet clear whether this can be accounted for by meteoritic 
secondaries. However, there is substantial evidence that the 
s urface transportation associated with a very small vertical 
height is an imp ortant process on the Moon, and there is evi
dence that it can occur in lunar circumstances. 

Unstable charging, such that neighboring grains may be 
driven to very different potentials, occurs chiefly due to 
electron bombardment in the general range of bombarding energy 
where the secondary emission ratio first becomes larger than 
unity. Thi s so-called "cross-over point" is basically unstable, 
and any i ndividual point will either run away to a positive 
or a negative potential that is the most extreme it can reach. 
The two are separated from each other by the voltage corres
ponding to the electron bombafdment energy. First cross-over 
points for many materials are in a general range of 200-600 
volts, and electrons of this energy would therefore be most 
effective for causing spotty charging, a nd the potential dif
ferences between neighboring grains will then be of this 
genera l order. 
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In practice, differences of microtopograph y and differences 
of surface chemistry will be the dominant factors that determine 
the sense in which anyone grain will charge. Thus, a grain 
accessible to a direct beam of electrons will become a pos i tive 
or a negative-going one, depending on the solid angle acces 
sible to it s secondaries, on the solid ang l e for the infall of 
secondaries from other locations, and on the surface chemistry 
def ining i ts secondary emission cross - over point. In the 
presence of any movement of the surface materia l, these condi 
tions will constantly change, each further movement causing 
new unstable sit uations. It is under these circ umstances that 
materials display a surface creep, which, in the laboratory, 
can be seen as the effects of a rapid succession of hopping 
movement s of each surface grain. The statist i cal average of 
such movements is seen i n the laboratory to be usually a down 
hill migration, though in detail, many more complex movements 
take place. 

Laboratory tests show that under good vacuum conditions, 
and with bombarding voltages of electrons of the order of 
300 volts, most insu l ating powders, including actua l Moon dust, 
develop very active surface mobility when the current dens i ties 
are a few microamps per cm2 . The quality of a vacuum, 
and therefore presumab l y gas adsorption on the s urfaces of the 
grains, plays an import ant role and makes any extrapolation to 
lunar circumstances very difficult. 

The presence of a profuse cloud of photoelectrons over 
the lunar surface in the lunar daytime has been thought to 
obliterate any spotty charging. In the presence of low energy 
electrons, certainly no point can develop a pos itive potential 
that would attract the great quantity of photoelectrons, no 
matter what the circumstances under simultaneous but weaker 
bombardment might be. However, the photoelectri c effect acts 
as a very good rectifier . Any points in the l oca l topography 
that can be reached by the hot electron plasma,but not reached 
by the UV photons that cause photoemission,can charge negatively 
only . Such points, very common in the intricacy of the fa i ry 
castle surface structure, will reach negative potentials cor
responding to the peak energies of the diffuse electron p lasma. 
The strong, small scale electric fields will be between them 
and other positive- go i ng grains that are exposed to the photons 
as well as the e l ectrons. Electrostatic surface transportation 
is therefore not stopped even by intensive UV irradiation so 
long as a less col limated stream of electrons is present also. 

Laboratory tests have shown many of the effects mentioned 
but leave many remarkab l e and puzzling features. They show that 
mater i als can be separated according to their s ur face chemical 
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composition and that mixtures of different materials behave 
quite differently from powders composed of either substance 
singly. Some of the most curious lunar erosion effects noted 
may have an explanation in these terms. Certainly if any 
electrostatic transportation has taken place on the Moon, its 
possible effects on chemical sorting must be considered. 

Electrons in the interesting energy range occur in the 
stream behind the bowshock of the Earth and must hit the Moon 
preferentially on the side facing the Earth. If these electrons 
are responsible for a really large-scale transportation effect 
over geologic time, then the filling of the basins on the front 
side and the absence of such filling on the back can be under
stood. 



MANIFESTATIONS AND POSSIBLE SOURCES OF LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA(LTP) 
Winifred Sawtell Cameron, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. 
20771 

Lunar transient phenomena (LTP) are observed in several different mani 
festations, such as: (1) brightenings - both sudden and slow, (2) reddish -
both bright and dull, (3) bluish - both bright and dull, (4) fairly abrupt 
dimmings or darkenings, and (5) obscurations, which may be accompanied by 
any of the other four manifestations. The number of lunar features exhib
iting such anomalies is less than 200 that have been reported at least once, 
but 80% of all observations are found in less than a dozen sites and 60% 
are found in about 1/2 dozen sites . 

Extensive analyses with respect to several hypotheses show various 
correlations with various hypotheses, depending on how the data are 
divided. The most quantitative analysis to date shows that, for 759 
observations for All Sites &--100 sites) with respect to the tidal effect 
hypothesis, there is a real dirth of phenomena in the first half of the 
anomalistic orbit (from perigee to apogee) and almost equal numbers for 
each 0.1 period from 0 . 6 to 1.1, in the last half (from apogee to perigee) . 
There is not a concentration at perigee as is so frequently stated in the 
literature without statistical foundation. The correlation originally 
found by Middlehurst for 145 observations of All Sites has changed with the 
increase in number of observations. For other hypotheses such as magnetic 
tail, direct solar flare and sunrise effects, in 781 observations there 
were high correlations with sunrise and magnetic tail and a surprising 
number of coincidences of lunar and terrestrial magnetic storm events. 
When the data are compared with the number or percent expected on an 
even distribution of observations (thus no effects), the highest corre
lation for all data was with sunrise, but was also high for magnetic tail 
and had decreased considerably for tidal. Correlations will be illustrated. 
Behavior of the 1/2 dozen individual most active sites varied in their 
correlations, especially surprising was the quite different behavior between 
Aristarchus and Schroter's Valley. The distribution of the LTP sites is 
non-random and shows a strong bias for the edges of the maria, implying 
a genetic relation to them and to volcanism. Surprisingly, there is 
little or no correlation between LTP sites and the seismic zones obtained 
from the Apollo seismic experiments. None of the most frequently reported 
LTP sites are seismic sites - the two or three coincidences are of rarely 
reported LTP sites. 

The LTP program I am supervising now for the Association of Lunar and 
Planetary Observers is designed to monitor the LTP sites, the seismic 
epicenter sites and non LTP - comparison sites. First year results from 
this, in which valuable negative observations are reported indicate the 
ratio of LTP to normal aspects is about one in 12 or 8%. 
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INTERACTION OF THE SOLAR WIND WITH MERCURY 
K. W. Behannon, R. P. Lepping, N. F . Ness, and Y. C. Whang 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

The first measurements in-situ of the nature of the magnetic and elec 
tric characteristics of the planet Mercury and interactions associated wi th 
the super Alfvenic, collisionless magnetized solar wind plasma f l ow have been 
conducted by instruments on the Mariner 10 spacecraft. Passing on the dark 
side of the planet on 29 March 1974, detailed measurements of the magnetic 
f ield, solar plasma electrons and energetic particles wer e made. Mercury is 
similar in physical size and surface characteristics to the Moon and we have 
detailed knowledge of the lunar magnetic and electrical properties and inter
action characteristics from the Explorer 35, ALSEP and Apollo subsatellite 
experiments. No bow shock is observed at the Moon and the solar wind wake 
perturbations of the magnetic fi eld and plasma are small and depend upon sur 
f ace and near surface magnetic/electrical characteristics as well as t he 
plasma-field characteristics of the solar wind. The observed features of the 
solar wind-moon interaction are shown in model A of Fig . 1. This is the 
weakes t type of interaction observed, and no bow shock is seen t o develop. 
In all of the ot her models shown, a bow shock develops because of the deflec
tion of super-Alfvenic f l ow around the planet. This deflection is due to (B) 
a sufficient atmosphere-ionosphere, (C) a sufficiently conducting planetary 
interior, or (D) a sufficient intrinsic planetary field, as in the case of 
the earth. 

Very clear experimental evidence was obtained by the magnetic field and 
plasma experiments of the presence of a well developed bow shock wave. It 
appears that the obstacle to solar wind flaw is "gl obal" in size, i.e., 
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somewhat larger than the planet. As Mariner 10 approached cl oser t o the 
planet, the magnetic field i ncreased very smoothly to a maximum of 98 gammas 
at closest approach (730 km from the surface ) . The characteristics of this 
variation can be s een in Fi g . 2 in the 6 - sec. average field intensity F. The 
effects of t he inbound bow shock wave and "pl ane tary f ield" boundary are also 
clearly seen. Vector directional variations during the encounter are shown 
by t he solar ecliptic l ongitude angle ¢ and latitude angle 8, and RMS is a 
measure of the 6- sec. vector fi eld f l uctuation amplitude. Preliminary 
anal yse s suggest that the magneti c fi eld on t he surface of Mercury perhaps 
ranges from 100 t o 2000 gammas. This is more than sufficient to deflect the 
solar wi nd and create the observed bow shock . 

The orlgln of t he observed enhanced magnetic fi eld has not yet been 
uniquely established , but the complete body of data favors the conclusion 
that Mercury has an intrinsic magnetic f ield. The i dentif icati ons of the 
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shock and planetary f ield boundary l ocations by both the magnetic fi eld and 
plasma science experiment s are in excellent agreement. The most plausible 
shock geometry resulting f r om the combined observations corresponds to a 
position r elative t o Mercury whi ch i s not consistent with direct electr i c 
contact between the solar wi nd and either a planetary i onosphere (if it 
exi sts) or t he pl anetary surface. Such contact is required for the steady 
state or unipol ar induc tion mode. Because of (1) this l ack of direc t con
tact, (2) the exi stence and topol ogy of a magne tosphere -like regi on, and (3) 
the results of comparative solar wind interaction studies, it is concluded 
that this mode of i nteraction was not responsible for the magnetic fi eld 
observed at Mercury . The transi ent induction mode cannot be ruled out 
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completely at present, but because of the very special set of circumstances 
required, it is a less plausible source of the observed field than to assume 
that Mercury has a modest intrinsic magnetic field. Such a field could be 
the result of a currently active internal dynamo or it may be a residual 
remanent magnetic field associated with a now estinct dynamo. The anoma
lously high average density of Mercury suggests the presence of a large iron 
core. The temperature may be high enough in the core, due to the presence 
of radioactive elements and the low thermal diffusivity of the mantle mate
ria~ to support the fluid motions necessary for magnetic field generation 
even at Mercury's slow spin rate. It is also possible that Mercury rotated 
faster earlier in its history. Fig. 3 shows comparison of the observed 
field with a theoretical planetary field due to an offset, tilted dipole. 
Some of the lack of agreement between this model and the observations can be 
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attributed to the distortion of the 
true field by the solar wind, by 
time variations in the field, and/ 
or by the possibility that the 
field contains contributions from 
higher order multipoles that were 
observable at the close approach 
distance of the Mariner 10 flyby. 
The problems associated with fit
ting a model field to such data 
will be discussed. 

Assuming that the intrinsic 
dipole interpretation is correct, 
the large offset and modest size of 
the dipole moment suggest that 
under normal conditions Mercury 
should not have a trapped radiation 
belt. However, a magnetic tail 
should exist and should contain an 
embedded neutral sheet. Also 
because of the large dipole offset, 

the stagnation point distance should change considerably during the Mercur
ian year. Because of the changing value of the planetary field in the sub
solar region it should be possible at times for the solar wind to compress 
the planetary field to the surface. The optical properties of the surface 
should thus reflect the effects of proton bombardment characteristically 
observed on the lunar surface. 



NOBLE GASES AS SENSORS FOR REGOLITH EVOLUTION; 
P. Signer, H. Baur, H. Ducati, U. Frick, H. Funk, Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology, 8006 ZUrich, Sonneggstr. 5, Switzerland 

S6me properties of the lunar regolith are the result of mechanical effects and 
of corpuscular and electromagnetic irradiation. The noble gas pattern in lunar 
samples represents a distinguished record of these grocesses. These noble gases 
are of solar (trapped gases), atmospheric (excess 4 Ar) or in-site (spallogenic 
or radiogenic gases) origin. Their present day distribution within the grains 
is also determined by mineral-specific sputtering and diffusion processes which 
in turn depend on thermal and irradiation history, on regolith turnover and 
shielding conditions. If these processes and their effects on the noble gas 
concentrations and distributions are understood, then one has an ideal sensor 
for regolith evolution. Our approach in this context consists in the mass 
spectrometric analysis of grain size fractions of mineral seprates. The results 
of our measurements of He, He and Ar in seprates from the soils 15421 and 15301 (1) 
pertinent in the context of the conference topic can be summarized as follows. 

1. Solar Flare Noble Gases 

We consider the following experimental observations which concern noble gases in 
feldspar from soil 15421 as due to solar flare irradiation leading to detectable 
amounts of solar flare light noble gases. 
a) We assume a constant concentration of spallogenic argon in all grain sizes 

of the feldspar separate investigated. Then the 36-Ar/38-Ar ratios of the sur
face correlated argon are not independent of grain size and imply two isoto
pically different components occurring with grain size dependent mixing ratios. 
For the component predominating in small grains, a 36-Ar/38-Ar ratio of 5.45 + 
0. 1 is extrapolated whereas the respective ratio in the component prevailing 
in large grains apptras to be less than 5.0. In 100 ~m grains, the component 
thought to be of solar flare origin amounts to about 20% of the total surface 
correlated argon. The concentration of non-equilibrated solar flare Ar, as 
evaluated in (1) and the surface residence time, deduced from a regolith turn
over rate of (.5 - 1) x E7 y/cm (2 ,3), enable us to determine the solar flare 
36-Ar flux. A value of about .5 x E8 particles/cm2 y results which is in good 
agreement with a value estimated from solar flare iron flux, given in (4). 

b) In feldspar He, Ne and Ar concentrations show a characteristic correlation with 
grain size, which can be understood, assuming most surface correlated gas 
distributed in an outer layer of about 10 ~m thickness . This depth is consistent 
with the penetration depth of solar flare noble gases, although we cannot 
exclude solar wind particles diffused into . considerable depth. This unique 
feature of feldspar may be explained as follows. The amounts of solar particles 
on the grain surface equilibrate depending on sputter rate and penetration 
depth of solar wind and solar flare particles. The low penetration of SW 
noble gases together with increasing sputter rate decrease the portion of SW 
against SF noble gases. For feldspar sputter rates which are about one order 
of magnitude larger than those measured for Fe, Mg-silicates or ilmenite have 
been found (e.g. 5). 

c) In 15421 soil feld spar we obtained evidence for solar cosmic ray proton produced 
Ne. The evaluated spallogenic Ne ratios are clearly different from those 
inferred from "shielded" lunar rock and meteoritic feldspar. No such evidence 
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is detectable in olivine-pyroxene and green glass separates because of 
chemical composition and short solar exposure, respectively. In principle, 
it is possible to determine the exposure time for solar and -galactic cosmic 
irradiation. Howev er, more precise data on neon production rates, chemical 
composition and mineralogical homogeneity are needed . 

2. Small Scale Regolith Evolution 

The following observations have implications on the small scale evolution of the 
lunar regolith. 

a) The variability of the 36-Ar/38-Ar ratios of the surface correlated argon 
mentioned above can only be understood if the integrated surface residence 
times are, on the average 1 grain- size dependent. Small grains are residing 
on the lunar surface frequently but fo r a compara ti vely short time only. In 
the 15421 soil, small f eldspar grains appear t o have been exposed to solar 
irradiation long enough to becomeequi1ibrated with solar wind gas over the 
total surface, whereas the exposure time was not sufficient to allow saturat ion 
with solar flare gases. Larger grains have on the average a longer integrated 
surface residence time and thus contain a la rger fraction of solar flare gases . 

b) Collection site dependent element abundance patterns of bulk soils are con si
. dered to reflect mostly mineral specific retentivities which is substantiated 

by measurements on ilmenite (6,7) olivine-pyroxene, green glass and feldspar 
(1,8) . 
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Of partitular interest are the APOLLO 15 green glasses. Their cosmic ray exposure 
times are the same, - about 300 my. The concentrations of solar Ar in green 
glasses from soil 15421 (1) and clod 15426 (9) are , however, about a factor of 
ten lower than those from soil 15301 which compares to solar Ar concentrations 
found for other minerals and shows the same typical elemental pattern as the 
other green glass sampl es. From this we are l efid to speculate that 
- elemental abundance pattern are es t abli shed rather rapidly, 
- green glasses have been exposed to solar irradiation for a short time which 

may be respons ibl e for the l ack ing correl ati on between noble gas concentration 
and grain si ze . The well establi shed correl ation in bulk soil and mineral 
grain-size fractions is understood in t erms of repeated solar exposure episodes . 
Thus an effect i ve irradiation of the whol~ surface is secured. 
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c) 20-Ne/21-Ne and 22-Ne/21-Ne ratios of surface correlated Ne come out to high 
by a f~ctor of 3. Th is is explained by grain-size c.ependent loss of spaTIogenic 
Ne and could have occurred ind pendently of solar irradiation. Bu t the dependence 
of this loss on the surface correlated gas distribution, as demon strated by 
our model calculations, indicate that the surface layer of fe1dspar grains 
was depleted during solar irradiation in spallogenic Ne. This goes together with 
the above conclusions that solar exposure occurred indeed repeatedly 3nd inter
mittently during the who l e galactic cosmic ray exposure which in turn ~ould have 
occurred repeatedly and intermittently. 

3. The 40-Ar Excess as Sensor for the Lunar Atmosphere 

The 40-Ar excess in lunar fines is attributed to retrapping of 40 -Ar from the 
lunar atmosphere (10) and the variations of the 40-Ar /36-Ar ratios of the surface 
correlated argon is taken to reflect changes in the atmosphere density and / or 
modulations due to geographic latitude and slope of the collection site. In 
olivine-pyro xene, feldspar and green gl as s from soil 15421 we found for the sur
face correlated argon 40-Ar/36-Ar ratios of 3.5 + 0.5, 7.4 + 0.2 and about 10, 
respectively. These mineral specific ratios imply that the 40-Ar/36-Ar ratios 
in bul k soils are, at least partially, influen ced by the mineralogic composition 
of the soils. Trapping efficiencies for l ow energy Ar are presumably similar in 
the silicates investigated and Ar reter.tivity determined by sputtering and diffusion 
appears to be lower in feldspar than in olivine-pyroxene. Thus, a low ratio would 
be expected in feldspar if all exces s 40-Ar would have been retrapped. Retrapping 
as sole source for excess 40-Ar may also be questioned on the basis of the com
paratively high 40-Ar flu xes required to cause the present-day 40-Ar/36-Ar ratios, 
the interdependance from the ancient lunar magnetic fie ld (if retrapping occurred 
in ancient times) and the failure to detect the N-S shielding expected to be 
operable for recent retrappins . In summary, we maintain that surface correlated 
40-Ar has at least o~more source besides retrapping from the lunar atmosphere 
and is thus not·exclusive sensor for the lunar atmosphere evolution. Our favored 
interpretation of the mineral specific surface correlation 40-Ar/36-Ar ratio 
rests on the transient potassium hypothesis (11,12). 

This research has been supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation, Grant 
No.2. 589 . 71 . 
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ON THE MAGNETIZATION OF THE MOON BY THE SOLAR WIND; 
L. J. Srnka, The Lunar Science Institute, Houston, Texas 77058. 

The source of the ancient lunar magnetic field is one of 
the outstanding problems of lunar science. Studies of lunar 
samples suggest that fields of order 103 - 104 y were present 
on the lunar surface from 4.6- 3.1 b.y. agol . A number of 
models for the ancient field have been presented, including deep 
and shallow internal convecting dynamos, fossil (whole-body) 
remanence, and solar wind effects. 

Ancient lunar fields derived from solar wind sources can be 
divided into two types: (1) fields associated with a possible 
T Tauri phase of the primordial sun, during the first 107 - 108 

years of solar system history, and (2) fields induced in the 
moon by the solar wind, after the T Tauri stage and up to the 
age of the youngest lunar samples. 

If the sun exhibited a T Tauri stage in its evolution 
during the accretion of the moon, the enhanced solar wind flow 
could have heated and magnetized the lunar crust2 ,3. Both TE 
mode (internal eddy currents) and TM mode (unipolar dynamo) 
electrical induction may have been present. Although the peak 
value of the induced field in the TE response is not yet avail
able from theory4, the TM mode peak field at the surface could 
have approached 2 x 105 y (2 gauss) if the lunar crust was 
sufficiently conducting5 . However, the TE mode fields would 
lead to random magnetization of lunar material, with perhaps 
some preferred direction (transverse to the ancient solar wind 
motional electric field vector) for the TM mode. The general 
randomness of the response fields is due to the magnetic sector 
structure of the solar wind, the expected turbulence in the 
flow3 , and the rotation of the moon. It is conceivable that the 
solar field possessed an out-of-ecliptic (quadrupole) component 
along the lunar spin axis sufficient to give the whole moon a 
fossil magnetization3 , but this component would not give a pre
ferred direction for electrically induced magnetization because 
of the lunar rotation. 

After the T Tauri phase, the solar wind probably resembled 
the present tenuous flow. Because of the small dynamic plasma 
pressure, the peak TM mode surface field would be approximately 
60 y for a nominal quiet solar wind6 ,7, too small to be the 
source field for the observed remanence in lunar samples. If 
the TE mode is to produce ~ 2000 y at the surface, large near-
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surface bodies of high electrical conductivity are required. 
This large amplification (a factor of 2-400 over the ambient 
field) can only occur if the electrical skin depth 6 of the 
conductor at the highest frequencies in the plasma is much less 
than its thickness8 ,9. The most highly conducting bodies at the 
lunar surface would be lava flows and impact melts. Although 
the electrical conductivity of _1uch bodies is unknown, it is 
suggested here that 1-10 ( O-m) characteristic of molten 
terrestrial basaltslO is representative. In this case, 

160 o ~ -1- (meters) 
"2 f 

where f is the frequency (Hz) of the magnetic disturbance in the 
solar wind. Most of the power in the magnetic spectrum of the 
solar wind is associated with the alternating sector s tructure, 

, 1 -5 wlth f x 0 Hz, and the power shows a frequ e ncy dependence 
f - l . 6 t h' h f ,11 , 12 1 '1 ff a 19 er requencles P asma partlc e e ects 

limit the power to f ~ 1 Hz in the present solar wind field at 
1 AU, determined by the ion gy ro frequency . Therefore , thick
nesses ~ 102 - 103 m of molte n bas alt would be necessary to 
appreciably amplify the solar wind magnetic field at the lunar 
surface by TE mode induction . Recent e Vide£ce indicates that 
lunar lava flows have thicknesses of 5-10 m 3. Very large 
craters may have had impact-melt pools with depths of hundreds 
of meters, but there is insufficient data available to allow 
further speculation. 

In conclusion, it seems unlikely that TE or TM mode elec
trical induction can explain the obse rved remanence of lunar 
samples whos e ages span 1.5 b. y . unless the sun was very active 
up to N 3 b. y . ago , with an e nhance d turbule nt plasma flow con
taining powe rful magne tic fluctuations above f ~ 100 Hz , neither 
induction mode i s a good c a ndidate to produce 2000 y surface 
fi e lds in an initia lly cold moon, afte r the conjectural T Tauri 
solar episode . 
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LUNAR REMNANT MAGNETIC FIELD MAPPING FROM ORBITAL 
OBSERVATIONS OF MIRRORED ELECTRONS. J. E. McCoy, NASA/Johnson 
Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058; K. A. Anderson, R. P. Line, 
H. C. Howe, and R. E. McGuire, University of California, Space 
Sciences Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720. 

As described previously (1), observation of energetic 
electron fluxes from lunar orbit using a detector sectored to 
distinguish direction of arrival with respect to the ambient 
magnetic field direction can be used to detect lunar surface 
magnetic field enhancements with a high degree of sensitivity and 
spatial resolution. The regions of intense lunar remnant magne
tization discovered by the Apollo 15 and 16 PFS satellite 
magnetometers were observed to strongly scatter 14 Kev electrons 
back up the magnetic field lines to arrive at the satellite from 
directions blocked from direct acces~ by the Moon. Such scattered 
return (mirrored) electron fluxes have also been observed from 
numerous other locations on the lunar surface, including several 
previously unreported. 

The electrons, in effect, provide a probe along the magnetic 
field line from orbit to the lunar surface. This probe is sensi
tive to changes in field strength along its path. If no surface 
magnetization is present, the electrons are guided by the extern~ 
magnetic field into the lunar surface where they are absorbed 
(except for a few percent which are coulomb backscattered). If 
surface remnant magnetism is present, the total field strength 
increases as the electrons enter the region of remnant magnetism, 
causing a fraction of the electrons to mirror or backscatter with 
an intensity (which may be observed from orbit returning along 
the field line from the surface) proportional to the strength and 
spatial extent of the surface field volume. 

Since the energetic electrons needed to serve as field line 
tracers are always present in the lunar environment (2), this 
method is useable when the Moon is in the solar wind as well as 
when the Moon is in high latitude magnetotail. The primary 
requirement on stability of the ambient magnetic field is to 
provide directional reference to th e location of intersecting the 
lunar surface during the period of each measurement (24 sec). 
Best results are obtained when e lectron fluxes are high enough 
( >10/cm 2 sec ster Kev) to give good counting statistics and the 
external ambient field is oriented within 30°-40° of perpendicular 
to the lunar surface (to reduce errors involved in projecting the 
satellite observed field direction to determine the location of 
the surface point being observed). 

Resolution of the technique is controlled by the gyro-radius 
of the electrons' spiral path along a field line, about 40 km for 
a 14 Kev electron in a typical 10 gamma external magnetic field. 
This, coupled with the orbital motion of about 1.6 km/sec, 
results in a probe averaged over an area roughly 80 km by 120 km 
for each 24 sec data cycle. 
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If the scale of the remnant field change is large compared 
to the gyro-radius, electrons of a given pitch angle (a) will be 
adiabatically mirrored back from any region where Bexceeds the 
value B B/' 2 = S1-n a m 
where B and a are the magnetic field strength and pitch angle at 
the satellite orbit. Therefore, any large scale (?100 km) area 
of surface remnant field causing as little as 0.1 gamma increase 
in the total surface field (Bm) over that remaining at orbital 
altitude will mirror ail incident electrons with pitch angles 
between 90°- 96°. This would result in observation of a return 
flux in Sector II (45°- 90°) of about 13 % of the incident flux 
observed in Sector III (90° - 135°), more than twice the back
ground in that sector due to coulomb backscatter from the unmag
netized lunar surface. Since extensive areas of the lunar sur
face on both sides of the Moon are observed to mirror less than 
10 % - 20 % of the incident electrons in these sectors, this 
places a rather strong up~er limit on the size of any net lunar 
dipole moment of abou t 10 ° y -km 3 (i.e., radial component of any 
uniform lunar remnant magnetism is less than 2y a t the lunar 
surface between ±30° latitude). 

If the spatial scale of the remnant magnetism is comparable 
or smaller than an electron gyro-radius, the electrons will 
undergo more complex scattering. This will still result in a 
significant return flux backscattered up the field line, if the 
region is of sufficient strength and volume to turn the electron's 
path upward before it hits the surface. For ex ample, a sub
surface dipole (15 km deep, moment of 2xl0 5 y-km 3 ) was calculated 
(3) to backscatter about 50 % - 60 % of the incident flux into 
Sectors I and II in a lOy external field. Such a remnant field 
would have a strength of 60y at the lunar surface, falling off to 
O.ly at 100 km orbital altitude. Such sca ttering areas are 
distinguishable from an area of adiabatic mirroring by the more 
random pitch angle distribution of returning electrons. Sector II 
(45°- 90°) will show less than 100 % returning flux, while Sector 
I (0°- 45°, which requires stronger scattering to mirror) shows a 
significant number of returning electrons. For the case of 
purely adiabatic mirroring, all electrons with pitch angles above 
the critical value a=sin - 1 1B/Bm will mirror back to the satellite, 
while all electrons with smaller pitch angles impact the lunar 
surface. This would require the flux ratio between Sector III 
Sector III increase to unity before any mirrored flux would 
appear in Sector I. 

As well as independent verification of the location of 
magnetic anomalies r eported by the UCLA magnetometer group near 
the crater Van de Graaff with PFS-l and near l49°E and l65°E 
(BON) with PFS-2 data, this method has been used to locate 
previously unreported areas o f remnant magnetism on both the 
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front and back sides o f the Mo on. Locations of several are 
listed in Table 1. 

The probable utility of t his electron scattering technique 
for gen eration of maps of lunar surface remnant magnetism is 
illustrated in Figure 1, which is a plot of electron backscattered 
intensity observed in Sector II (upper group) and in Sector I 
(lower group) for four orb ital passes across the Van de Graaff 
region. Each trace is displaced 50% in vertical scale for 
legibility. Portions of data for which return flux is less than 
25% are deleted for legibility. The ground track is displaced 
about 30 km per orbit by lunar rotation. Evidence of numerous 
non-adiabatic scattering centers is seen, perhaps surrounded by 
areas of adiabatic scattering visible in Sector II. The scatter
ing centers run together between 140° - l7SoE. Only a single 
isola t ed area of scat t ering is observed east of 150 oW. 
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ELECTROSTATIC MIGRATION, SURFACE EXPOSURE, AND 
LAYERING 0 G.J. Will iams, Depto of Astron., Cornell Univ o, 
Ithaca, NoYo 14850 0 

Surface exposure effects can be used to decide the 
extent to which material has been implaced by random churning 
as opposed to systematic deposition of each graino In the 
former, a very great variety in degree of surface exposure 
will result. In the latter, each must have been exposed 
in order to reach it s present site. Calculations therefore 
have been performed concerning the processes, and the result 
is that they t e nd to favor orderly processes (among which 
i s surface or ab ove-surface transport) rather than mere 
churning. The observed distributions in near-surface residence 
time of grains of lunar material (as judged from solar and 
galactic cosmic ray track densities, neutron exposure, and 
albedo) a re considered o A three-dimensional model of 
meteoritic surface tilling was used to yield Monte Carlo 
statistics for exposure ages o The theoretical re s ults 
clearly indicate the necessity of additional processes 
having been at work -- grain-by-grain horizontal transport 
a long or above the surface and/or exposure of the material 
in space before ac cre t ion onto the Moon. (This i s so 
because cratering and blanketing by meteorites, reaching to 
any average depth one wishes, necessarily entails admixture 
of unexposed grains from beneath. A rigid cut-off in 
maximum cratering depth would be required, with thorough 
processing of all the material down to that depth, which i s 
s tatistically inadmis s ible.) The current calculation was 
motivated by the i ndications o f the earlier one-dimens ional 
mixing study by Gold and Williams (1974)0 Impact ejecta 
blanket s were taken here to have thickness equal to an eighth 
the crater depth, and the rela tive frequencie s of cratering 
to various depths deduced by Shoemaker e t ale (1971) were 
employed. Requisite rates of transport a nd/ or accretion 
are discussed .. 

The model also was used to determine: (~) the amount of 
homogenization which results when one has meteorite r eworking 
to various depths and (ii) the typical vertical distance 
o ver which properties of the material can change by a certain 
amount. The ejecta blanket is taken to preserve s ome of the 
l ayering which was present at the impact site. Comparison 
to l ayering in lunar core samples again emphasizes the 
inadequacy of meteoritic redistribution. 

Reference s (l)Gold To and Wi lliams G. J o (1974) On the 
exposure history of the lunar regolith. Proc o F i fth Lunar 
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Schaber GoGo, Sutton R.L., Dahlem D.H., Goddard E.N., 
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SPALLOGENIC AND "COSMOGENIC" XENON-YIELDS FROM BARIUM 
IN THIN- AND THICK-TARGET-EXPERIMENTSj THE NATURE OF 
THE Xe-131 ANOMALY 

W.A. Kaiser, K.P. Rasner, and W. Herr 

Irtstitut fUr Kernchemie der Univer~it~t zu Kaln, 
5 Kaln 1, ZUlpicherstr. 47, West Germany 

Thin Target Xe-a (spall.) from Barium were determined in 10 
steps for proton energies ranging from 50 - 600 MeV by means of 
rare gas mass spectroscopy and independently by y-counting (Fig. 
l).Rather surprising results were obtained. Xe-124, Xe-126, and 
Xe-127 increase monotonically with energy covering up to 4 orders 
of magnitude in theira(spall.). Xe-128, Xe-129, and Xe-131 show 
maxima in their excitation functions at low energies (100 - 300 
MeV) whereas Xe-130, Xe-132, and Xe-134 display minima in this 
energy region. Thus, the purely spall. Xe-131/Xe-126-ratio as a 
ftinction of energy changes abnormally from 1.139 +- .037 to 247.9 
+- 3.8. The presence of spall. Xe-136 was established. Esti
mation of the spall. Xe-production rates by using the galactic 
cosmic ray (GCR) spectra given by REEDY and ARNOLD [1] for dif
ferent depths in the lunar surface (2 X-geometry) led to strong 
variations of the Xe-ratios with depth (Fi g . 2 and 31. sufficient 
to explain most of the variations of the "cosmogenic' Xe-ratios 
found in extraterrestrial matter whereby especially the relativ
ly wide range of the spall. Xe-131/Xe-126-ratio (2.3 at 0 g/cm2 
- - 7 at 500 g/cm2 ) is remarkable. 

A "Lunar Surface" simulating Thick Target was exposed to 
1. 9 +- .3 x 1016 protons of 600 MeV at the synchro cyclotron at 
CERN (Geneve) nuclear research facility. The experimental arrang
ment was of the dimensions 50 x 50 x 140 cm. The material used 
was of the composition of the soil at the APOLLO 11 landing site 
(MORRISON et a1.)[2] and had a 9= 1.5 g/ cm3 . Some of the nuclear 
reactions occuring on the moon and caused by the GCR were studied. 
Especial consideration was given to the spatial distribution of 
spallogenic and n-capture produced Xe-isotopes on Ba-targets. 
Associated but independent experiments ( MI CHEL et al.[3], WEIGEL 
et al.[4], and THIEL et al.[5]) simultaneously e x ecuted were used 
for obtaining the spa tial and ene r getic di s trib u t ion of the pro
tons and the neutrons (Fig . 4). The spa t i al distribution of the 
produced Xe-isotopes was determined by 45 hi gh vacuum molten 
BaC12-probes kept under vacuum in quartz c ontainers with break
able seals. The purely spal~ . Xe-124/Xe-126-ratio had for pen
cil geometry its maximum value of .723 +- .002 at a depth of 
o g/cm2 and its minimum value of .343 +- . 014 at a depth of 1 80 
g/cm2 in beam center (Fig. 5). This confirms the result of the 
Thin Target study that this particular ratio decreases with de
creasing p-energy. The Xe-M/Xe-126-ratios for M = 128, 129, 130 
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is that the "cosmogenic" Xe-131 anomaly is caused not only by 
n-capture on Ba-130 but also to an important part by low energy 
spallation reactions on Barium. 

Lit. : 
[1] REEDY R.C. and ARNOLD J.R . (1 97 2 ), JGR, 77 , pp. 537 
[2] MORRISON et a l . (1 971), Proc. Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conr., 

Geochim . Cosmochim. Acta, Supple 1, Vol. 2, pp.1383 
[3] MICHEL et ale (1 974 ) , in preparation 
[4] WEIGEL et ale (1974), in preparation 
[5] THIEL et ale (1 974), in preparation 



LUNAR MPGNETIZATION AND SURFACE CHARGE VARIATIONS: Roman 
Alvarez, Instituto de Geoflsica, UNAM, M~xico 20, D. F. 

Various hypothese s have been advanced to account for the observed lunar 
magnetization; however, little is definitely known (1). In the present work a 
possible mechanism for magnetization of the regolith and uppermost layers of 
the moon is proposed. Such a mechanism would operate independently of other 
magnetic sources such as fossil (2) or internal (3) fields in case of their exis
tence. It is considered, thus, as one of several possible contributions to 
rock magnetization on the moon. 

Reasoner and Burke (4) e xperimentally determined a surface potential of at 
least +200 volts for the sunlit hemisphere of the moon when in the magnetotail; 
lower potential values being acquired ( 'V +100 volts) in the solar wind. 
Anderegg et al. (5) pOinted out that lunar surface charge and potential are 
dependent on solar wind flux , photoemissive properties of the lunar material, 
energy distribution of magnetospheric electrons (i.e., when the moon is in 
the magnetosphere) and secondary electron yield from the lunar surface. 
Manka's (6) theoretical discussion establishes a potential of - 40 volts for 
the dark side of the moon and various possible positive potentials for the sun
lit side. These remarks suggest the ex istence of a net potential difference 
between the dark and sunlit hemispheres of the moon. Its absolute value is 
difficult to e stabli sh with presently available data; however, one can assume 
that it will vary depending on whether the moon is in the magnetosphere or in 
the solar wind. 

Assume cI>1 and cI>2 are the lunar surface potentials on the sunlit and dark 
hemisp heres. Consider a unit area at the equator having a constant surface 
charge density L 1 (i. e., corresponding to potential cI>1 ) while on the sunlit 
hemisphere, and L2 while on the dark hemisphere. Whe'1 approaching the 
terminator the surface charge density L will vary from LIto eventually reach 
the value L • Let L (x) represent the way in which the charge distribution 
varies in thJ unit area between end values Land L ; x (positive or nega
tive) is the distance with respect to the termlnator. 2 

L (x) is thus a charge distribution fixed with respect to the terminator (i. e, 
every surface element will have the same La when a t the same dis tance Xo 
from the termina tor). Figure 1 shows schematically the charge belt, around the 
terminator, in which L varies from LIto L2 An observer fixed on the 
lunar surface will see no time variation of the surface charge density (i. e. , 
aLlat= 0) except in the terminator's vicinity, in which the unit area will gain 
or lose charge in order to adjust its potential to cI>1 or cI>2 • During this tran-
sition aLla t#O defines a net surface current density in the unit area and, cons§.. 
quently, an associated magnetic fiel d B. 

The linear speed of an element of area decreases when approaching the 
poles of rotation; consequently the distance in which the transition takes place 
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decreases at higher latitudes . . Solar radiation intensity also decreases at 
higher latitudes. The overall effect of these two phenomena implies decrea
sing amounts of charge transfer in decreasing arc lengths at higher latitudes 
(Figure 1). Magnetization effects at higher latitudes t from this source,could 
be expected to be minimal. 

An area element cros sing the West terminator will gain negative charge 
(i.e., to reach 2:2 ) ; when crossing the East terminator it will lose negative 
charge. An observer on the lunar surface would see a (positive) current distri - -
bution as the one depicted in Figure 2. The resultant magnetic field of such a 
current distribution would be maximum at the equator and minimum at the poles. 
The polarity of the magnetic field would be opposite at the East and West ter
minators. Such a field acting during geologic times would tend to magnetize 
materials on the lunar surface either in the north or the south directions. 
Runcorn and Urey (7) list a weak field applied for a long time as one of the few 
pos sible ways in which lunar rocks could be magnetized. The field sugge sted 
here would consist of a series of periodic, magnetic spike s . 

Notice that an observer outside the moon, at rest with respect to the ter
minator , will not see the current or its magnetic field; he will only see a 
charge distribution which varies in space in the direction normal to the termi 
nator on the surface, but constant in time . However, if the observer is in re
lati ve motion with respect to the terminator ( e. g., the solar wind) he will 
also see a current and a magnetic field in the vicinity of the terminator whose 
values will depend on the relative observer-terminator velocity. Positive solar 
wind charges traveling in trajectories tangential to the lunar surface at the 
terminator-equator intersection would experience outward Lorentz forces at 
the East and West terminator. 

The effectiveness of the mechanism proposed as a source of superficial 
magnetization is strongly dependent on the potential difference between dark 
and sunlit hemispheres. If it is eventually proven to be effective on the moon, 
similar considerations could be made for other planetary objects devoid of, or 
with tenuous, atmospheres. 
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Fi g . 2. Surface current distribution as 
seen by an observer on the 
lunar surface in the vicinity of 
the termina tor. 
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LUNAR MAGNETIC FIELD: ORIGIN, EVOLUTION, AND PRESENT 
CHARACTERISTICS ACCORDING TO A DUAL PRIMEVAL PLANET HYPOTHESIS, 
J. H. Tatsch, Tatsch Assoc., 120 Thunder Rd., Sudbury, MA 01776. 

The origin of the Moon's magnetism is unknown and points to 
a mysterious epoch in lunar history. The present Moon is not hot 
and molten inside but relatively cool; its surface appears to 
have been modified more by impact than by volcanic activity dur
ing the past 3 b. y. Most evidence suggests that the present 
Moon does not have an internal dynamo. The variation in lunar 
magnetic readings, from less than 10 gammas to values at least an 
order of magnitude greater, suggests that the lunar field is 
motivated by highly magnetized local sources rather than by an 
overall lunar dipole field analogous to that of the Earth. 

There is strong evidence that much of the lunar surface, 
perhaps even a crustal shell around most of the Moon, was uni
formly magnetized at some time during the past 4.6 b. y. Subse
quent processes, such as tectonic activity, fracturing, shock, 
and other conditions may have altered this once uniformly mag
netized field. The material near the surface was probably mag
netized at the time of the Moon's crustal solidification, perhaps 
over 3.6 b. y. ago. The present magnetism of the rocks, as seen 
in samples from the Apollo flights, could have resulted either 
from an external magnetizing field stronger than 1000 gammas or 
from a smaller internal dynamo-type lunar field that existed 
within the promordial Moon. 

The Earth's magnetic field could have magnetized the lunar 
material if (a) the Earth's field was much stronger in primordial 
times than it is now; or (b) the Moon's orbit was once much 
closer to the Earth; or (c) a combination of (a) and (b). If the 
Earth's field was never stronger than it is today, then the Moon 
would have had to approach dangerously close to the Earth in 
order to have been subjected to a magnetic field of 1000 gammas . 

For the Moon's magnetic field to have been produced by an 
intrinsic lunar dynamo, the Moon would have had to possess both a 
hot core and a fairly high rate of spin at the time the lunar 
surface material cooled through the Curie temperature, at which 
time the magnetism would have been frozen into the material. 
This requires some mechanism, presently undefined, for lowering 
the primordial temperature of the lunar interior and for slowing 
the spin rate of the Moon. One mechanism for accomplishing this 
dual function in the Moon is provided by the Earth-Moon evolu
tionary sequences that are predictable from the application of a 
dual primeval planet hypothesis to the primordial solar system. 
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In this hypothesis, the Earth's tectonosphere and the Moon 
evolve as separate entities of the same closed system. Briefly, 
when a dual primeval planet hypothesis is applied to an analysis 
of the early solar system, one of the consequences is a primor
dial Earth and a co-orbital companion, Earth Prime (1). Each of 
these modified Bullen-type bodies had a radius of about 5400 km 
and was fractured into octants early in the history of the solar 
system. The 5400-km primordial Earth became the "subtectono
sphere" of the present Earth. The Earth's tectonosphere (upper 
1000 km in this model) is an accretion onto the primordial Earth 
of the remnant substance of five of the octants of Earth Prime, 
which had separated into octanta1 parts early in the history of 
the solar system. The Moon is derived, through one of several 
alternative evolutionary sequences, from the remnant substance 
of one of the octants of Earth Prime (l:p 25-41). The other 
two octants of Earth Prime assumed hyperbolic orbits and were 
lost from the local system. 

Depending upon the degree of secondary collisions and frag
mentations that are assumed, two basic types of Moon model may 
be derived from the primordial Earth-Moon system that is pre
dicted by the dual primeval planet hypothesis: (a) the "octanta1-
fragment" Moon model; and (b) the "twice-accreted" Moon model. 

In the octanta1-fragment Moon model of the dual primeval 
planet hypothesis, as soon as the "lunar octant" separated from 
the quasi-stable environment of the fragmentizing Earth Prime, 
that octant was subjected to an extremely rapidly changing en
vironment. This is particularly important in connection with 
the erstwhile interior molten material (i. e., that which com
prised the apex of the lunar octant of Earth Prime), which was 
subjected, almost instantaneously, to a rapidly-cooling, high1y
reducing environment when Earth Prime separated into octants. 

In addition of the expected flow and subsequent solidifica
tion of part of the lunar octant of Earth Prime, this octant 
would receive severe buffeting from subsequent collisions with 
other parts of Earth Prime as they orbited the primordial Earth. 
This buffeting would tend to remove the four "horns" from the 
lunar octant. Some of the heavier molten material of Earth 
Prime would be "lost" from the Moon prior to its solidification 
(1: p 98-106). 

In the octanta1-fragment Moon model, this produces the pre
sent Moon after additional buffeting, further readjustments of 
the liquid and plastic parts of the lunar octant, and such 
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gravitational sliding, fracturing, accreting, and smoothing as 
might be expected in such a system in that environment. An idea 
of the relatively small amount of such buffeting, flowing, 
sliding, fracturing, accreting, and other smoothing required is 
suggested by the fact that the center of gravity of a homogeneous 
spherical octant is only 13% removed from that of a sphere of 
the same volume. For a differentiated body, such as was Earth 
Prime, it would have been even less than 13%. 

When Earth Prime separated into octants, each of the sepa
rating parts acquired, according to this model, the remanent 
magnetism derivable from the "dynamo" that existed within Earth 
Prime during primordial times. 

In the octantal-fragment model, the present magnetism of 
the lunar material comprises the remnants of the magnetism that 
was "frozen into" the lunar octant of Earth Prime as it cooled 
through the Curie temperature following separation of Earth 
Prime into octants. This remanent magnetism has been modified 
into the Mo on's present magnetism, according to this hypothesis, 
by the action of tectonic fracturing, by the shock of impacts 
that have occurred in the lunar material, and by other actions 
of the lunar "environment since primordial times. 

In the twice-accreted Moon model of the dual primeval 
planet hypothesis, the Moon evolved from the equivalent of the 
remnant substance of one of the primordial octants of Earth 
Prime. This evolution occurred in two fundamental steps: (a) a 
greater degree of fragmentation through repetitive collisions of 
the octants of Earth Prime; and (b) a re-accretion of some of 
this material to form the present Moon. The basic difference 
between the octantal-fragment Moon model and the twice-accreted 
Moon model is essentially a matter of the degree of primordial 
repetitive collisions and fragmentations that occurred with 
respect to those portions of Earth Prime that later became the 
present Moon (2). The origin, evolution, and present charac 
teristics of the Moon's magnetism are derivable from either of 
these two basic models for the formation of the Moon according 
to the dual primeval planet hypothesis. 

1. Tatsch, J. H. (1972.) The Earth's Tectonosphere: Its Past De
velopment and Present Behavior . Tatsch Assoc., Sudbury, 889 p. 

2. Tatsch, J. H. (1974) The Moon: Its Past Development and 
Present Behavior. Tatsch Assoc., Sudbury, 338 p. 



SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS USING SYNCHROTRON RADIATION 
AS A LIGHT SOURCE. Jame s W. Taylor, Department of Chemistry, 
1101 University Avenue, Madison, WI 53706 

The electromagnetic radiation resulting from the high velo
city c e ntripetal acceleration of electrons is an intense con
tinuum beginning in the x-ray region and extending through the 
infrared. Numerous research groups throughout the world are 
employing this radiation as a light source for spectroscopic 
studies involving absorption, reflectance, transmission, ion
ization, electron spectroscopy, fluorescence, and intensity 
calibration. 1-4 The more recent efforts appear to be concen
trating at sites where storage rings produce the svnchrotron 
radiation,S in contrast to synchrotrons, and major facilit-
ies are in operation or under construction in England, France, 
Germany, Japan, the USSR, and the United States. 

The following characteristics explain the spectroscopic 
interest in this type of light source. [lJ The spectrum is a 
true continuum and devoid of line structure. [2J The intensity 
of the photon flux, particularly from the x-ray to 1000 A, can 
be greater than any other available source and can approximate 
the peak intensity of many intense line sources. [ 3J The light 
is polarized with the electric vector oriented in the plane of 
the electron orbit. [4J The light arrives at an experimental 
port in short time pulses, on the order of nanoseconds, with a 
highly precise pulse repetition frequency in the megahertz 
range. [5J The li¥ht is produced from a vacuum environment in 
the 10- 10 to 10- 1 torr range. 

At Wisconsin, the Physical Sciences Laboratory operates a 
240 MeV electron storage ring. 6

-
e This ring produces a spect

rum with a maximum intensity at 190 A (65.3 eV) and a useful 
range, depending on the experiment and experimental port, of 
25-2000 ~ (496-6.2 eV). Shorter wavelengths are produced at 
higher energies with DORIS, the German storage ring at Hamburg, 
and SPEAR, a high energy storage ring l ocated at Stanford§ pro
duc ing useful radiation at wavelengths as short as 0.3 ~. 

In our gas phase work we have used the Wisconsin ring in 
conjunction with a vacuum ultraviolet monochromator to study 
molecular fragmentation by photoionization mass spectrometry, 
to obtain precise ionization potentials, to measure ionization 
cross sections, to make absolute intensity measurements in the 
VUV, and to measure the ejected electron kinetic energies as a 
function of orbital, photon energy, and angle of ejection. 10 -

1S 

For these latter studies the polarization of the light provides 
an additional aid in probing molecular bonding and in decon-
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voluting overlaping photoelectron bonds. 

Synchrotron radiation has also been employed to galn 
understanding of problems in solid state chemistry and physics. 
In this work the optical properties of solids are measured as 
a function of wavelength, temperature, and light polarization. 
Here the photoelectron production as a function of angle and 
temperature provide a sensitive probe for surface composition 
as well as bonding.l-~ 

The solid phase work, to date, has not embraced the 
multicomponent mixtures expected for lunar samples, but there is 
reason to expect that the use of synchrotron radiation may be 
of aid in understanding the optical properties, probing the 
surface layers, in calibrating light measuring devices, and 
in determining photoelectron ejection efficiencies over a wide 
spectral range. 
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SOLAR-tHND INTERACTIOHS AND LUNAR AH10SPHERE, iL R. t<1ukherjee, 
Biotechnology and Space Sciences Subdivision, tkDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company, Huntington Beach, California 92647 

The solar wind interacts directly with the surface material of a plane
tary body like moon with tenuous atmosphere . The interaction products are 
probably the main source of most neutral species in the atmosphere [1] . The 
other sources are planetary degassi ng, effects of meteori ti c impacts. and 
cosmic rays. In this pap~r we discuss the comparative importance of these 
sources for the lunar atmosphere on the basis of theoreti cal and exnerimental 
investigations. A special emphasis is given to the sources of H20 . 

The meteoritic impacts are occasional events, and the cosmic ray flux is 
three to four orders of magnitude smaller than solar wind flux. The present 
day contributions to the lunar atmosphere from these b/o sources are small 
compared to the contributions from the solar \'1ind and degassing. To evaluate 
the latter contributions, it is i mportant to knrn'l the lunar atmospheric den
sity which is very tenuous v/ith a surface pressure of 'V 10'-14 atm . This 
atmosphere contains certain atomic and molecular species as well as their 
ions. Several techniques have been applied for the detennination of the 
atmospheric density and composition [1,2, 3J and the results are gene rally 
consistent with one another. Here \'1e shall discuss the technique of [1]. Tile 
solar wind interacts with the atmosphere, and this interaction is considered 
to cause perturbations in the solar \'Jind near the lunar limb . These per
turbations are due to "single-fluid" and "two-f1uid" couplings bet\'/een atmos
pheric ions and the solar \·/ind . The perturbation measurements by Explorer 35 
spacecraft were utilized to determine the upper limits of number densities of 
more than a dozen atmospheric neutral species. The dominant species was 
found to be He with the average number density of 9.4 x 104 cm- 3 i~ the day 
side, followeg by H2 , fie and Ar with densities 9.3 x 104,6.9 x 10 and 
1.9 x 104 cm- respectively. The total number density value of all species 
obtained by this technique is consistent with the value obtained by others. 
For exploration of planets with tenuous atmosphere, one can measure the per
turbation in the solar wind near the planet's terminator and use the pertur
bation data to calculate it 's atmospheric density [4J. This technique is 
particularly useful in those cases where the remote sensing of optical char
acteristi cs of atmospheri c species may not be possible or the measurement 
accuracy ques ti onab le. 

The species in the lunar atmosphere are expected to be 112' He, lie, Ar, 02' 
1'12' H20, flO, CO, CO2, C11 4, OH, 11,0 and iL The atomic species and Of! raaical 
in the atmosphere are prlmarily produced from the molecules by photodissoci
ation and solar vlind interactions. r10st molecular species and noble gases 
are supplied by solar-wind interactions \'/ith lunar surface and some of the 
species are supplied to a certain extent by degassing and radioactivity. The 
contribution from the lunar degassinq is possible, because besides the prob
able continuous degasshQ throuah the soil, emanations from the hot spots, 
transient events and active spots are also possible sources. i1anyobservers 
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have detected these spots and events, have found some active spots to be 
repeatedly active, and have detected gas emissions from some of the active 
spots. First, \'Je discuss the solar wind contribution to the atmosphere. The 
relative abundances of protons, alpha particles and atomic oxygen ions in the 
solar wind are about 5000, 150 and 1.00, the proton flux on the lunar surface 
being about 3 x 108 cm- 2 sec l . These speci es wi til average energy of about 
1 keY penetrate the lunar surface material to a depth of about 0.05 to O.l~m. 
Hhile penetrating they ionize the elements of the top 50 to 100 layers of the 
surface material and ultimately become neutral H, He and O. These active 
atomic species, while diffusing in the material, form molecular and radical 
speci es such as H2, 02, OH and 1120, because the reacti ve atomi c speci es 
generally diffuse \'Iith slO\'l rates in radiation damaged material and because 
the lunar surface materials are saturated with neutralized solar \'Jind species. 
These latter species, while diffusing in the material, encounter the oncoming 
solar-wind particles and their degradation products, energetic neutrals. 
These encounters result in a complex set of reactions of the diffusing 
species such as ionization, dissociative ionization, dissociation and exchange 
reactions. Each of the fragmented species subsequently undergoes another set 
of reactions during its residence time in a location and its diffusion through 
the material. The solar wind particles may also react \l/ith the elements of 
silicate lattice, for examp le, protons or energetic hydrogen atoms producing 
OH+ and OH . After their formation they undergo similar reactions as described 
above. A detailed analysis of these processes (diffusion, encounters \lJith 
solar wind part i cles , and reactions) show that most of tile solar wind pr otons, 
in t he presence of the solar-wind particulate radiations, appear in the atmo
sphere as H2 instead of H, OH and H20 . In the absence of the radi ati on a 
fraction of the hydrogen atoms derived from the solar wind \'JOuld appear as H, 
OH and H20 provi ded the temperature of the materi ali s about the same as that 
in the presence of radiation. Tile particulate radiation on the moon is three 
to four orders of magnitude smaller on the night side than on the day side. 
The average temperature on the ni ght side is about 100° K as compared to about 
3500K on t he day side (the average of noon and near termi nator temoeratures 
of 400° and 300 0 K). The H20 molecules fonned from Hand 0 atoms would remai n 
practically frozen in the locations ~'/h ere they are formed, because the dif
fusion coefficient of the polar molecule, 1120~ through the lunar material at 
1000K is estimated to be less than '\, 10-30 cmL sec l as compared to '\, 10- 21 
cm2 sec- l at 400oK. Upon exposure, the solar wind radiation destroys essen
tially all H20 molecules before they escape from the lunar surface material 
to the atmosphere. Based on the above analysis and the information in a 
previously published paper [5J \lIe conclude that if H20 is present in the 
lunar atmosphere its main source is lunar degassing. Our analysis s/101'/S that 
probability of solar wind destruction of H20 durino degassing throuqh the 
voi d space beb'leen lunar soi 1 grains and through the pores in the grain is a 
very small; therefore, most H20 molecule \'Ji 11 survive to escape from the 
lunar interior to the atmosphere. 

Petrographic and dlecmical analysis of lunar samrles did not reveal the 
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presence of hydrated minerals. If formed, hydrated minerals would have been 
stable even in the l~nar environment. Trapped H20 was also not detected but 
various gases including hydrogen were found in the lunar samp les. Our 
experiments on the high-vacuum and low vacuum N2-stored lunar samples showed 
that, upon their exposure to 02, H20, and their mixtures, many of the bonded 
parti c1es separated, and that prolong exposure to nearly saturated H20 vapor 
sens i ti zed the lunar grai n whi ch released trapped gases duri ng subsequent 
recycling steps of adsorption studies. These and other studies of lunar 
samples indicate that the lunar surface grains did not contain H20 or OH for 
any substantial length of time. It is reasonable to conclude from the theo
retical analysis outlined above and the lunar sample study results of ours 
and others that OH and H20 whi ch may form from the sol ar wi nd speci es are 
essentially destroyed by the solar wind particulate radiations before they 
could escape the material grains to the lunar atmosphere. Hydrogen derived 
from the solar wind protons escape the material grains to the atmosphere in 
the form of H2' If H20 is present in the lunar atmosphere, its source is in 
the lunar interior. Details of the processes and calculations substantiating 
the above conclusions \"i 11 be presented in the paper. 
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ANCIENT SOLAR WIND AND SOLAR FLARE ACTIVITY, S. K. 
Bhattacharya, K. Gopalan, J. N. Goswami, D. Lal and M. N. Rao, Physical 
Research Laboratory, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad-380009, India. 

Silicate grains, having high track densities due to solar flare bom
bardment as well as high rare-gas contents due to solar wind implantation, 
occur in varying proportions in lunar soils and in the dark portio Yls of the 
gas -rich meteorites 1-4. A comparative study of the correlation between 
the gas contents and the track-rich components in lunar s oils and the gas
r ich meteorites is carried out here to understand the behaviour of the 
solar wind and solar flare activity in the past. 

A convenient parameter describing the solar flare bombardment is 
NH/N, which denotes the fraction of grains that have received flare irra
diation, resulting in high track densities ~ 108 /cm2, and/or steep track 
density gradient. Ar36 is used to represent the trapped solar wind gases. 
Large amount of data for the lunar soils and gas-rich meteorites from 
this laboratory and published literature, are used for plotting Ar36 vs 
NH/N (Fig. 1). This interrelationshi.r between Ar36 and NH/N shows a 
saturation effect for Ar 36 :,.. , 3 x 10- cc STP Ar 36/ gm for NH/N values 
exceeding 0.5. For gas-rich meteorites, for NH/N -< 0.4, the available 
data points fall on a smooth curve without showing evidence for gas
saturation; the gas contents are lower by 2-3 orders of magnitude com
pared to the lunar saturation value. 

In order to understand the above observations we have made determi
nations of the grain-size distributions in gas-rich meteorites. These 
data for meteorites and the published extensive data for lunar soils are 
used to deduce s:recific gas contents of Ar36 in meteoritic and lunar 
samples: cc/ cm surface area. 

A significant reason for the low gas contents in the dark portions of 
gas -rich meteorites, compared to the lunar soils, is due to the fact that 
the NH/N is r>J 1 for many lunar soils whereas for the meteorites the 
values range from 0.02 to O. 3. This means that in these lunar soils all 
the grains are exposed to solar radiation at some time or other. But the 
gas -rich meteorites contain an appreciable amount of grains that were 
never exposed to sola' wind and solar flares in the past. This fact gives 
rise to the dilution of gas -rich gra ins by non-irradiated ones. The 
relative proportion of the irradiated to the non-irradiated grains deter
mines the gas contents in gas -rich meteorites. 
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After accounting for the dilution effect due to mixing with unirradiated 
grains and taking into account expected differences due to different grain 
size distributions in meteorites and lunar samples, we find tn-at the 
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amount of solar wind gas in the lunar samples, relative to flare tracks, 
is too high compared to meteorite samples. One of the possible explana
tions which reasonably accounts for this difference lies in the hypothes is 
that the solar flare activity was much higher in the early history of the 
solar system than at present. 
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THERMAL ENVIRONMENT AND HISTOR Y OF SOME APOLLO 17 
SOILS. F.S. W. Hwang and S.A. Durrani, Physics Dept., Birmingham 
University, Birmingham B15 2TT, England. 

Two soil samples returned from the Apollo 17 mission were studied 
by thermoluminescence (TL) technique . Both samples had already been 
sieved in the Lunar Sample Preparation Laboratory of NASA, and grains 
of l es s than 38 microns were further separated by us for this inve stigation. 
Sample 76241 w a s collected from about 1 meter under the no r th overhang 
of boulder 4 at station 6. The other sample 76261 wa s collected on the 
open ground just outside the shadow . The natural glows of these two 
samples strongly reflect their thermal environment. The fo rmer, which 
was shadowed permanently from the sunlight by the boulder and hence 
received no dir e ct solar heating, had a better storage condition for its 
natural TL. The latter, however, which was exposed directly to sunlight 
throughout the 14 days sunrise period when the temperature reaches 
3750K, showed natural TL only at the high temp erature region. The 
boulder track, describe d by the astronauts a s still fresh, indicates that 
the boulder pTobably has not been there for a great length of time. Thi s 
implies that the build-'_lp of the low temperature natural TL in sample 
76 2,4 1 started only after the arrival of the boulder because the sub-zero 
tempe r a tur e in the shad e provided a better storage condition for a dynamic 
e quilibrium. By assuming that the two samples are identical in mineral 
compo sition and T L characteristic, a nd also using the Randall and 
Wilkins model, an attempt has been made to estimate when the boulder 
arrived, the last heating-up of the soil, and the temperature in the shade 
during lunar da ytime . 
Successive doses, ranging from a few ki10rads to a few megarads, were 
added to the se natural samples. The r esponse to ,(-rays (60Co) 
irradiation of these samples is linear to about It megarad, then the total 
glow area b e tween room temperature and 5200 C is saturated with higher 
dos es. Thi s behaviour is generally found in other samples from the 
previous missions. The integrated area of glows of various temperature 
ranges were plotted against the dose added. Th e "Half-Dose" was 
dete rmined for the high temperature glow of each specimen and from this 
the storage temperature of the sample on th e moon was estimated. The 
low temperature glow of sample 76241 was a lso used for the estimation of 
its storage temperature in the shade. The result can be compared with 
that obta ined from a bove and provides an int er-check of the two models 
emp lo yed . 
The trapping p arameter s, trap depth and frequency factor were determined 
using the initia l rise technique. Th e results agree with the electron 
trapping model and are also cons istent with the previous results. 
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Sample 76241 is one of the two samples which have been kept at freezing 
temperature since their arrival. However, the samples were left at room 
temperature for about a fortnight after the splash down before actually 
going into the deep freezer. Therefore, an t:;xperiment was performed to 
see if an y natural T L had faded during that period. A specimen was di viderl 
into two portions after its glow at low temperatur e region was reinstall e d 

(matching the shape of its natural glow) by adding an artificial dose of 
40 kilorads f3 (90S r ), one portion was left at room temperature and th e 
other at 600 C for 14 days (also equivalent to the length of a luna r day) 
before their TL were r ead out. The results showed that the natural TL 
induced by radiations in space was not affected by that storage condition. 
The counterpart of this sample has been kept at room temperature ever 
since its arriva l. The natural glows of these two parts are also compared . 
Sample 72321 is the other deep-freeze sample which was collected from 
about 20cm inside the shadow under an overhan g of boulder 2 at station 2. 
However, the natural glow obtained from this sample implies that it has 
suffered severe thermal annealing in the past. 
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THE INTERACTION OF THE SOLAR WIND WITH THE MOON: 
OBSERVATIONS. C.T. Russell, Institute of Geophysics and 
Planetary Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 
90024. 

The interaction of the solar wind with the moon is distinct 
from the interaction with the other celestial bodies for which 
we have in-situ data. The moon has neither a dense atmosphere 
to absorb the solar wind; nor a highly conducting ionosphere, or 
surface, through which the solar wind could set up unipolar in
duction currents to deflect the solar wind; nor does it have a 
strong intrinsic planetary magnetic field. Thus, the solar wind 
directly impacts the lunar surface over the daylit hemisphere. 
This fact enabled the solar wind to be probed quite successfully 
during the Apollo program with instruments on the surface. In 
fact, analyses of lunar soil samples have provided measures of 
solar wind properties for the past 10 9 years. 

Downstream of the moon there is a wake or cavity in the 
solar wind in which close to the moon there is no flowing solar 
wind plasma. The magnetic field strength in this region is 
slightly greater than in the undisturbed solar wind, but it is 
not as enhanced as would be expected if this region were a void. 
The flowing solar wind is expected to expand into this cavity 
and some evidence of this expansion is seen as depressions in 
the magnetic field bounding the wake region. However, this 
signature is often very weak and appears to be strong only when 
there are large disturbances upstream from the limbs. 

Compressional disturbances in the field and plasma, called 
external maxima, penumbral increases and limb shocks by 
Explorer 35 experimenters, are even more evident in low altitude 
Apollo subsatellite data above the lunar limbs. Strong limb 
compressions ~B/B>0.5, are observed 23% of the time. They occur 
under all solar wTnd plasma conditions, and upstream magnetic 
field orientations. However, they never occur over some regions 
of the moon, while they almost always occur over others. The 
most probable cause of these features is deflection of the solar 
wind near the terminators by the lunar magnetic field. 

The magnetic dipole moment of the moon as measured by the 
Apollo 15 and 16 subsatellite magnetometers is less than 1019 
Gauss-cm 3 and is far too weak to cause such a deflection. How
ever, these same satellites reveal a complex pattern of surface 
fields which could cause local deflections of grazing-incidence 
solar wind. There are but two regions of overlap of occurrence 
statistics on lunar limb compressions and the surface field. In 
the first, there is no measurable lunar field and no limb 
compressions; in the other, there is a variahle field and a 
variable occurrence rate with an almost one to one corres
pondence. 
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While limb compression occurrence statistics, the Berkeley 
particle scattering technique, and direct high altitude (~100 km) 
measurements reveal that large scale lunar fields with coherence 
lengths of the order of 100 km cover only a fraction of the 
lunar surface, low altitude «60 km) data and surface measure
ments reveal the lunar surface to be magnetized everywhere. 
Perhaps due to these small scale fields, the lunar limb regions 
are almost continually disturbed, even when limb compressions 
are absent. 

The scattering of fluctuations in the interplanetary 
magnetic field by the moon has been used to probe the interior 
conductivity of the moon by inversion of the lunar transfer 
function. This approach, however, depends on using the proper 
boundary conditions in the inversion technique. While the 
dayside interaction is well understood, knowledge of the 
properties of the wake is lacking. If lunar conductivity 
studies are to progress, we must understand the plasma in this 
region better. Thus the lunar polar orbiter should be instru
mented with modern plasma instrumentation, in addition to a 
magnetometer and x-ray and y-ray spectrometers . 



METHANE AND AMMONIA IN THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE, J. H. Hoffman and 
R. R. Hodges, Jr., University of Texas at Dallas, P. O. Box 688, Richardson, 
Texas. 

The Apollo 17 mass spectrometer experiment has confirmed the existence 
in the lunar atmosphere of several of the noble gases, viz. helium and argon, 
as has been reported previously. 

The observed helium concentrations and distribution agree closely with 
model predicitions for a non-condensable gas based on a solar wind source, 
thermal escape and a Monte Carlo . random walk calculated longitudinal dis
tribution. Heavier gases are lost by photoionization and subsequent sweep
ing away by the solar wind electric field. Argon, is adsorbed on the lunar 
surface late at night when the surface temperature is lowest. It shows the 
expected pre-dawn enhancement exhibited by condensable gases released into 
the atmosphere at the sunrise terminator. 

Evidence exists for the pre-dawn enhancement, similar to that for argon, 
of mass peaks at 15, 16 and 17 amu in spectra from late in the lunar night. 
The enhancement of these peaks is likely due to a pre-dawn increase in 
methane (15 and 16 amu) and ammonia (17 amu), both condensable gases which 
are boiling off from the warm approaching terminator. The enhancement 
begins 5 to 10° before the terminator crosses the Apollo 17 site and con
tinues until local sunrise, which occurs some 4° after the terminator has 
passed the site. These condensable gases should have their maximum concen
~rations at sun~ise. The values obtained are somewhat less than those for 

OAr (104 cm-3 range) and more consistent with 36Ar (3 x 103 cm-3) which has 
a solar wind origin. 
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MICROMETEORITES AND SOLAR FLARE PARTICLES IN AND OUT OF THE 
ECLIPTIC. I.D. Hutcheon, Physics Dept. Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, Ca. 
94720. 

The utilization of lunar rocks as micrometeoroid detectors has pro
vided a wealth of information on the mass frequency distribution and 
physical properties of interplanetary dust particles. Due primarily to a 
lack of appropriate samples, three areas of great interest have yet to be 
carefully investigated: (1) the angular distribution of the flux of 
micrometeoroids ; (2) the physical properties of non-zodiacal (possibly 
interstellar) dust grains; and (3) the angular distribution of the flux 
of solar flare particles. Vugs chipped from the Apollo 17 vesicular basalts 
whose lunar surface orientations are well documented (71055 and 74255) have 
provided the first opportunity to investigate these problems. Although 
studies are still in progress, we report a preliminary measurement of the 
angular anisotropy of the micrometeoroid flux and demonstrate that the mass 
frequency distributions and characteristic shapes of zodiacal and non
zodiacal particles are very similar. We also report a tentative measur ement 
of a shallow solar flare track gradient in a South facing vug that requires 
further analysis, but may indicate a real difference in the energy spectrum 
of solar particles in and out of the ecliptic plane . 

Evidence from studies of the intensity of the zodical light and from 
satellite measurements of interplanetar y particles 1 suggests that dust 
grains in the solar system should be strongly concentrated near the plane 
of the ecliptic. To search for an anisotropy in the micrometeoroid flux we 
have observed microcraters on crystal faces located deep within oriented 
vugs from 71055 and 74255. The narrow opening of a vug allows the crystal 
to intercept only particles streaming in within a limited solid angle . In 
particular, we have selected vugs from 71055,12 which were pointed approxi
mately lunar South and should intercept only non-ecliptic particles and vugs 
from 74255,49 which were pointed lunar East or West and should intercept 
only particles confined to the ecliptic plane. 

The size frequency distributions of micro craters have been measured 
on crystal faces within vugs of orthogonal orientation over the diameter 
interval 0.05 ~m to 1 . 0 ~m. All microcraters counted have the morphology 
of craters produced by hyperve10city impact. Some features suggestive of 
low velocity projectiles were observed but have been excluded from the 
analysis. Crystal surfaces are undersaturated with craters and have 
generally low densities of accretionary particles. The size frequency 
distributions for both the sunward and southward pointing surfaces are 
shown in Figure 1 and are very similar in shape . Both curves show a 
depletion in craters less than 0.10 ~m in diameter, but this effect is most 
likely due to the limited resolution of the SEM . Scanning at highest 
resolution on smooth surfaces suggests that both distributions extend with 

o 
a constant slope of - -2 to crater diameters ~ 400 A. Our results are 
inconsistent with the work of Zook and Berg2 who suggested that surfaces 
oriented normal to the ecliptic plane should be depleted in craters in the 
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diame t er interval 0. 1 ~m to 1 . 0 ~m . Thz similaL{~j {n t he size icequency dis
tributions of cra t ers pr oduced by pa r t icles impacting f r om ecl i ptic and l un
ar South direc t ions estab l ished he r e together wi t h a study by Blanford et al~ 
of a Nort h pointing sur f ace, indi cate tha t t he micrometeor oid population i s 
isotropic throughout i n terp l anetary space in terms of size fr equency dist r i
bution over t he diameter range measured. 

To evaluate the flux of hypervelocity particles i n a given direc tion we 
measure the solar flare track profiles in the same crystals on whose surfaces 
we have observed craters. The magnitude of the track density at a given 
depth, when compared with our most recent lunar standard4 , enables us to de
termine the exposure age of a particular surface and to compute the micro
meteorite flux. After their surfaces have been studied, the crystals are 
chipped out of their vugs, mounted and polished normal to the exposed surface, 
and etched to reveal the solar flare tracks. Samples are etched in a boiling 
solution of 3g NaOH:lOg H20 for plagioclase or 6g NaOH:5g H20 for pyroxene. 
Tracks are counted on a plastic replica with SEM. 

Our efforts, thus far, have concentrated on measuring the track profile 
in a plagioclase crystal from a South pointing vug of 71055. Over the depth 
interval measured, 2.5 ~m to 180 ~m, the track gradient is substantially 
flatter (slope of - -1) than gradients we have measured in uneroded crystals 
of unknown orientation. From the observations of micro craters and accretion
ary particles on its exposed surface we can exclude any significant amount 
of surface erosion. We are presently reassessing the exposure geometry to 
evaluate the effects of irradiation prior to opening of the vug, but cannot 
yet discount the possibility that this gradient reflects a true difference in 
the energy spectrum of solar particles impinging normal to the ecliptic. 
Measurements of track profiles in other South facing crystals are in progress 
to check this observation and will be reported. Pyroxene phenocrysts from 
sunward facing vugs of 74255 are also being etched to reveal the track 
gradient from solar particles in the ecliptic. 

The determination of the flux of non-zodiacal particles is strongly 
dependent on the interpretation of the shape of the southward track density 
gradient. Until our analysis is completed, we can only estimate the ratio 
of ecliptic and non-ecliptic micrometeoroid fluxes by comparing the ratio of 
the density of 1.0 ~m diameter craters to the solar flare track density at a 
depth of 10 ~m for orthogonally oriented samples. Assuming the solar flare 
flux to be isotropic, we estimate that the production rate of 1.0 ~m dia
meter craters on a South facing surface is lower by a factor ·of -10 than the 
rate on a surface lying in the ecliptic. 

Another probe of the physical characteristics of hypervelocity dust 
grains is the shap~ of the impact crater they produce. The parameter we 
use to quantify crater shapes is the circularity index, the ratio of the 
area bounded by the rim of the crater to the area of the smallest circle 
which just encloses the crater. We have measured crater circularities of 
more than 100 craters on each of two orthogonal surfaces and find no major 
differences between the ditribution of circularities of craters collected in 
the South pointing vugs and in the sunward facing vugs. There is some indi
cation of a greater population of craters with circularity less than 0.5 for 
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the non-ecliptic orientation. Extremely noncircular craters indicative, for 
instance, of needle-shaped interstellar dust grains are not observed. The 
number of common ph3sical characteristics suggests that interplanetary par
ticles of mass 10-1 g residing both in and out of the ecliptic plane origi
nate from related sources and/or are subject to similar environments . 
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ELECTRET FORMATION ON THE LUNAR SURFACE--ADHESION AND 
CLUSTERING OF DIELECTRIC PARTICLES IN THE SPACE ENVIRONI1ENT; 
Gustaf Arrhenius, Scripps Inst. of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA 92037 

Exposure to space environment causes the lunar soil particles to adhere 
to each other forming grain clusters with low bulk density. The adhesion 
forces are electrostatic and due to persistent internal polarization. Dipole 
strengths are correlated with irradiation history, composition and density of 
structural discontinuities in the crystals. 

Comparison of the electrostatic adhesion in top and bottom strata of the 
Apollo 12 double core where the age relationships are approximately known show 
that the adhesion, although perceptibly decayed, still persits after burial 
times estimated to be of the order of 10 7 years. 

The phenonmenon of electret formation on the Moon relates to a number of 
other lunar processes but also to a number of general problems concerning the 
behavior of matter in space. Some of these are: 

1. The turnover of the lunar regolith on a scale comparable with the 
size of the particles and of the observed sediment strata, and the relative 
importance at this scale of different driving mechanisms, primarily micro
meteorite impact and electrostatic charging. 

2. Possible lateral transport of lunar dust at a scale of meters and 
larger as proposed by Gold. Without such a process operating at a scale of at 
least 1-10 m, it is, as pointed out by Gold, difficult to understand the lack 
of throwout debris on rock surfaces and the disappearance from the soil sur
face of landing marks from rock projectiles. 

3. The incipient aggregation of grains in Kepler orbits. It has long 
been a problem to explain how the planetary bodies in the solar system can 
have begun their embryonic growth from assemblages of orbiting particles (it 
is now well known [Spitzer, Kumar] that planetary bodies, in contrast to stars, 
are far too small to form by gravitational collapse of gas clouds). Although 
one now understands how low relative velocities can be obtained in orbiting 
many-body systems of particles, the mechanism for their ultimate cohesion has 
been unclear. The existance in the lunar dust · of considerable electrostatic 
attractive interparticle forces due to radiation induced persistent internal 
polarization provides some quantitative insight into mechanisms possibly re
sponsible for the primordial aggregation. 

4. The nature of comets and meteor streams. Comets contain dust which 
we know from stream meteors to be partially aggregated into fluffy objects. 
Again, the way is unknown in which individual particles interact to build up 
such aggregates and possibly also larger bodies that exist in the cometary 
nucleus. This uncertainty applies also to the processes that work in the op
posite direction leading to disaggregation and dispersion of particles. Guid
ance to understanding of these phenomena can be obtained by study of the sur
face related properties and interparticle forces in the lunar material. 
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THE LUNAR ELECTRIC POTENTIAL AND ITS PLASMA SHEATH 
EFFECTS (1), J . W. Freeman and M. E. Ibrahim, Dept . of Space 
Physics and Astronomy, Rice university , Houston, Texas 77001 . 

Any body immersed in a plasma or exposed to ultraviolet 
radiation acquires a charge on it's surface. The moon enjoys 
both of these environments. The magnitude and sign of the 
charge is determined by the balance of currents to the surface. 
Further, a plasma always acts to shield a net charge by 
establishing an ion or electron sheath of opposite polarity 
adjacent t o the surface. Again, in the lunar case such sheaths 
have been observed. They form an important part of the lunar 
plasma environment. By measuring the positive ion fluxes under 
varying conditions of instrument potential relative to the 
lunar surface the ALSEP/SIDE provides data on both the lunar 
surface potential and the resulting ion sheaths . 

The sign and magnitude of the lunar surface potential and 
the corresponding sheaths vary greatly with lunar local time 
and lunar position. Figure 1 illustrates the surface potential 
variation with solar zenith angle as measured by SIDE . We now 
summarize the conditions in various regions . 

The Lunar Dayside In The Solar Wind or Magnetosheath: For 
all except large solar zenith angles the lunar surface potential 
is found to be positive and of the order of 10 volts (2) . A 
new result published here for the first time is the indication 
of an asymmetry about zero zenith angle such that the potential 
increases to approximately +18 volts in the late lunar after
noon . See Figure 1. The general days ide positive potential 
arises from the ejection of photoelectrons from the l unar sur
face. Adjacent to this positive surface potential r egion is 
a compensating electron sheath . This sheath probably extends 
several meters above the lunar surface and contains electrons 
of number densities of the order of 10 3 electrons/cm3 (3) . 
These electrons (of solar wind origin and energy) have not been 
observed directly although Reasoner and Burke (4) have measured 
the analogous higher energy photoelectron sheath in the earth's 
high latitude geomagnetic tail. The electric field confined by 
this sheath is a few volts/meters and normal to the lunar 
surface. 

Superimposed on and lying above this electron sheath is a 
more tenuous ionosphere consisting of the ionized ambient lunar 
~tmosphere. These ions are promptly removed by the much weaker 
lnterplanetary electric field (5). 
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Terminator Reqion in the Solar Wind Qr Magnetosheath: As seen 
in figure 1 the lunar surface potential becomes n~~ative as the 
terminator is approached from the day side (6). This negative 
surface potential is probably due to the flux of solar wind 
electrons which have access to the terminator. The potential 
reaches as much as a few hundred volts negative on the nights ide 
near the terminator. In this region the compensating sheath is 
formed at least partly by positive ions. These ions are seen 
at the surface with energies comparable to the surface potential. 
They arise from ionization of the ambient atmosphere by the 
solar photon flux and solar wind which have access to the higher 
altitudes at the terminator. The shielding length or Debye 
length for this sheath is much larger than for the days ide 
electron sheath. The general surface electric field should be 
correspondingly lower, however, adjacent illuminated and 
shadowed areas characteristic of the terminator almost certainly 
give rise to very large local electric fields (7) . 
Dark Side in the Solar Wind or Magnetosheath: plasma polariza
tion and pressure effects limit direct solar wind electron travel 
to the night side of the moon however substantial negative 
potentials probably develop here also. The resulting ion sheath 
may consist of thermalized solar wind protons with a correspond
ingly large Debye length. Some evidence for the detection of 
this sheath may already exist. Schneider and Freeman (8) r eport 
the detection of solar wind energy positive ions on the far 

. night side. 
The Lunar Dayside in the Geomagnetic Tail: Burke and Reasoner 
have reported lunar surface potentials as high as +200 volts in 
the geomagnetic tail (4). SIDE data indicate potentials of 
about +10 volts are common in some regions in the tail. The 
SIDE result probably applies to the higher plasma density 
regions of the plasmasheet and boundary layer. An electron 
sheath consisting of photoelectrons and/or magnetotail electrons 
surrounds this days ide surface (4). 

To summarize, in addition to the well known electron sheath 
on the lunar dayside, more tenuous but extensive positive ion 
sheaths exist adjacent to the negative terminator and night side. 
The terminator ions are supplied by ionization of the lunar 
atmosphere but the far night side ions probably originate from 
the solar wind. 
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ENERGETIC LUNAR NIGHTTIME ION EVENTS, Henry E. 
Schneider, John W. Freeman, Jr., Dept . of Space Physics and 
Astronomy, Rice Univ., Houston, Texas 77001 

Freeman (1) has discussed a case wherein 
energetic ions were observed at the lunar surface during 
lunar night. This phenomena is observed regularly by 
the ALSEP/SIDE. This paper reports the preliminary findings 
of a detailed study begun on this subject. 

The Rice University Suprathermal Ion Detector 
Experiment (SIDE) was deployed on the moon on Apollo 
missions 12, 14, and 15. Data is discussed in this 
paper only from the 14 and 15 instruments. The Apollo 12 
instrument has been omitted because that data has not 
yet been incorporated in this study. 

Both the 14 and 15 instruments give evidence of 
energetic ions during lunar night. These ions are 
observed all through the lunar night, but they occur 
most often 1 to 6 days before local sunrise (1 day = 12.2° 
of lunar rotation). A secondary activity peak is observed 
about 4 days after local sunset. Ions are observed on nearly 
every lunation. (Figure 1) 

The ion events are most often less than 4 hours in 
duration and usually less than one hour. There are 
instances, however, when one event may last up to 20 hours. 
This type of event appears to be a superposition of a 
number of shorter events. 

The energy spectra of the events vary from monoenergetic 
at 250 eV/q to 500 eV/q to fairly broad. The energy represented 
may range from 250 ev to 1500 ev/q. There is some indication 
that the peak energy of the events increases from 250 eV/q 
at sunset to 750 eV/q at about 3 days before sunrise and 
then decreases back to 250 eV/q 1 day before the sunrise 
terminator crossing. 

Preliminary analysis of Explorer 35 magnetometer data 
from the time period February 1971 to June 1971 shows that 
there is some correlation between the occurance of an ion 
event and the direction of the interplanetary magnetic 
field (3). The counting rate seen by the Apollo 14 SIDE sharply 
increases where the field points in the ecliptic with 
longitude between 220° to 250° (solar equatorial units) . 
This same longitude is correlated with counting rate all 
through the lunar night. 

The characteristics of these events may be summarized 
as follows: 

1. There is a preference for the events to occur 
1 to 6 days prior to the sunrise terminator 
crossing in both the 14 and 15 instruments. 

2. The events appear to show a lunar local time 
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dependence rather than a dependence on position 
in lunar orbit. 

3. There is a preference for the longitude of the 
interplanetary magnetic field to lie in the range 
220 0 

- 250 0 when these ions are seen. 
4. The ion energies are generally less than solar 

wind energies and the fluxes several orders of 
magnitude below that of the solar wind. 

Item 2 above suggests that these ions are of solar 
wind origin. They are probably not the terrestrial bow 
shock protons seen often by SIDE at higher energies (2). 
We believe these ions to be solar wind ions deflected in 
some manner to the night side of the moon (4). 
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BOW SHOCK PROTONS IN THE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT, J. Benson, 
H. K. Hills, J. W. Freeman, Dept. of Space Physics and Astronomy, 
Rice university, Houston, Texas 77001, R. R. Vondrak, Radio 
Physics Laboratory, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo park, 
cal. 

Protons from the earth's bow shock are observed by the 
Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment (SIDE) in two regions of 
the lunar orbit. The dawn region begins at the dawn side bow 
shock crossing and ends ~5 days later and the dusk region begins 
at ~2 days prior to entering the dusk side magnetosheath and 
ends at the inbound bow shock crossing. Dusk and dawn refer to 
a terrestrial coordinate system. The dominant contribution to 
the ion spectra observed by the SIDE in these regions is from 
particles with energies between ~750 ev and 3500 eVe 3500 eV 
is the upper limit of the energy range of the detector, however 
particles with energies of greater than 3500 ev are known to 
exist in these regions (1). 

Figure 1 shows typical time development of the SIDE count 
spectra for the two regions of the orbit in which the bow shock 
protons are observed. Note that the dusk side spectra show the 
onset of the flow coming at ~1.5 days before the magnetosheath 
and that the spectra get progressively softer as the moon 
approaches the bow shock. The dawn side spectra show a gradual 
hardening as the moon moves away from the bow shock and a 
cessation of the flow ~5 days after shock crossing. These 
examples of the ion spectra are "typical" and can vary consider
ably when interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind 
conditions change. 

Figure 2 shows a single spectrum (20 minute average) for 
each of the two regions shown in Figure 1. These spectra were 
determined from data taken at ~l day from the bow shock on 
either side of the magnetosphere. The differences in the dusk 
and dawn spectra shown here are typical. The dusk spectrum is 
harder than the dawn spectrum for the same distance from the 
bow shock . The fluxes shown on these graphs were determined 
by integrating over the portions of the spectrum that contained 
counts above background. 

The asymmetry of the ion spectra observed in the dusk and 
dawn regions can ce explained by considering the configuration 
of the interplanetary B field on the two sides of the magneto-
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sphere. When B is at its average position, i.e. the garden hose 
angle, the field lines will contact the dawn side bow shock at 
a more normal angle of incidence than will the field lines on 
the dusk side. ~f it is assumed that the bow shock protons are 
released to the solar wind along interplanetary field lines, as 
originally suggested by Asbridge (2), then the ones released on 
the dusk side will be swept downwind much faster than those on 
the dawn side. A counter streaming particle of a given energy 
can make it further in the sunward direction on the dawn side 
than on the dusk side which accounts for the fact that the flows 
are seen much further past the bow shock on the dawn side. The 
disappearance of lower energy particles from the spectra 
upstream is enhanced by the near parallel field line configura
tion on the dusk side. Hence the dusk spectra are harder than 
the dawn spectra at the same distance from the shock. 

The observability of these bow shock protons at the lunar 
orbit was shown to be dependent on the latitude and longitude 
of the interplanetary B field by examining simultaneous data 
from SIDE and the Explorer 35 Ames magnetometer (3). Bow shock 
protons are most often observed when the solar ecliptic latitude 
of the field is near zero and when the solar ecliptic longitude 
of the field is such that the guiding center trajectory of the 
particle intercepts the moon . 
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FIRST OBSERVATION OF LOW ENERGY PROTONS IN THE 
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL AT LUNAR DISTANCES, D. A. Hardy and J. W. 
Freeman, Department of Space Physics and Astronomy, Rice 
University, Houston, Texas 77001. 

The three Rice Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiments (SIDE) 
stationed on the lunar surface have detected a new region of 
plasma flow in the antisunward direction along the ordered field 
lines of the geomagnetic tail. This flow, similar to the 
"boundary layer" (Hones et al. 1972, Akasofu et al., 1973) and 
"plasma mantle" (Rosenbauer et al ~, 1974), observations made 
at smaller geocentric distances, has been found to possess the 
following characteristics: 

1 . The region of f low is encountered within the geomagnetic 
tail but exterior to the plasma sheet. The configuration and 
magnitude of the magnetic field during the event is indicative 
of the lobes of the geomagnetic tail with no consistent 
deviation in the field characteristics corresponding with the 
observation of the phenomenon. 

2. The positive particles in the flowing plasma are primarily 
protons. This was ascertained by the observation of the proton 
peak in the positive ion mass analyzer of the Apollo 15 SIDE. 
Other constituents of the plasma have yet to be statistically 
verified. 

3. The events occur over a wide spatial extent with continual 
observations of the particles over distances as great as ~17 Re 
in the Ysm direction and ~12 Re in the Zsm direction. The 
majority of the events are observed within a twelve Re region 
bordering the magnetopause at the dawn and dusk sides of the 
magnetosphere. 

4. The region in which the events are seen, appears to be of 
variable extent since the number of hours of observation of the 
particle flow within a tail passage varies drastically from 
lunation to lunation. Of the fifteen lunations studied the 
hours of observation varied between tail passages from 
approximately 2 hours to 43 hours . 

5. The particles display a narrow differential flux spectrum 
peaked normally between 50 and 250 eV. The spectrum is 
generally stable over the duration of the event. Some cases of 
spectral variation in these events are seen to occur during 
transitions into or out of the plasma sheet or magnetosheath. 
A broadening of the spectrum and a shifting of the peak towards 
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higher energy are observed . 

6. The flow possesses an integral flux only slightly below 
that of the magnetosheath. The following plasma parameters 
have been ascertained; integral flux between .lxl0 7 and 
9xl0 7 ions/cm2-sec-ster, bulk velocity b;tween 120 and 250 
km/sec, temperatures in the ranges .6xlO ° K to 5xl0 5 oK and 
number densities of the order .1 to 5/cm3 . 

7. There appears to be a correlation between the extent of 
the tail passage over which the events are observed and the 
Kp averaged over these times. A higher average Kp is 
reflected in a higher incidence of encounters with the events. 

8. The events are normally seen simultaneously by all three 
instruments. Preliminary analysis shows that the flow has 
an angular distribution extending over between 50 and 100 
degrees. 

It is proposed that the flow consists of particle~ which 
have entered through magnetic merging in the cusp of the 
magnetosphere. The particles are then convected towards 
the neutral plane by ExB drift. These could then be 
accelerated by a neutral line to provide the particles of the 
plasma sheet. 

These particles constitute a heretofore undiscovered 
component of the lunar plasma environment. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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A LUNAR SIGNATURE IN THE GEOMAGNETIC Ap INDEX. 
K. Knott, .ESTEC, Domeinweg, Noordwijk aa n Zee, The Netherlands. 

A great number of studies have been carried out in the past to decide 
whether or not a relationship exists between geomagneti c d i sturbances 
observed at th e s urface of the earth and the age of the moon. An excel lent 
summary on what might be expected and what has been es tabl i.shed can be found 
in a paper by Schneider (1967). Th e genera l co nc lu sion of this summary 
i s that the statistical vo lume is sti I I too sma l I to bring the noise lev e l 
down low enough for a lunar signature t o become detectable in the geomagneti c 
activity. 

In the present study an attempt has been made to estab l ish a relationship 
between the magnetic Ap~index (Rostocker, 1972) and the transition of the 
moon through th e magnetosphere. Dai Iy Ap-val ues from 1932 unti I 1972 
compi led by Lenhart (1968) were used for this purpose. Th ese data cover 
about 4 solar cyc les - cyc les 17, 18, 19 and 20, - of vario us degree of 
so lar activ ity . 

The interval from 1932 up to 1972 has been subdiv id ed into lunar months 
with the day of ful I moon in the middle of these months. Ap-indexes of 
corresponding days in various lunar months have been add ed, th e su per
position resulting in an epocha l hi stogramme. It is expected that sola r 
influences - a ltho ugh predominant in intens ity and often repeated wit h a 
periodicity c lose to that of the lunar phases - should level out in such 
diagrammes on a large enough statistical basis. 

Epochal histogramms have been produced for different r a nges of lunar 
ecl iptic latitudes. A peak which i s wei I above the statistical va riations 
of the histogrammes appears for al I cases near ful I moon, that is at the 
time when the moon encounters the tai I of the earth's magnetosphere. For 
low ecl iptic latitudes « 10

) the peak occurs at or shortly before the day 
of ful I moon. For hi gher latitudes the peak occurs one or two days after 
ful I moon. 

It a ppear s that the lunar signature in the various hi s tog rammes is most 
pronounced for low lunar ec l iptic la titudes. The rare occu rr ence of ful I 
moon at low lat itud es, however, masks thi s e ff ec t in the hi stogrammes 
because statics get poor if the number of events is narrowed down. A peak 
near ful I moon i s most gronounced in a histog ramme covering lunar ecl ipti c 
latitudes less tha n 2.5 as this seems to be the best compromise between 
poor statistics and low ecl iptic latitude. 

Although a prominen t peak near ful I moon exists in the histogramme 
covering the las t four decades, the peak is less evident when the data 
a r e s pl it up in individual histogrammes for the last four so lar cyc les. 
In particular, cyc les of moderate so la r activity (cycles 17 a nd 20) show 
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less pronounced peaks than cycles of stronger solar activity (cycles 18 and 
19). One very striking feature which has been detec ted is the appa rent 
la ck of a lunar sig nature in a histogram, which covers pos iti ve ecl iptic 
luna r latitudes o nl y, a nd a very pronounced peak in the histogra m for 
negati ve latitudes. 

The interpret ati o n of th e lunar influence on magnetospheric processes 
i s g iven in two parts. The fi rst one covers th e appearance of a peak at 
or before full moon for even t s of sma ll luna r ec l iptic la titud es . It is 
argued that thi s peak i s the result of th e moons e ncounte r with the plasma 
s heet. 

The second process whi ch impresses a lu na r signature on geomagnetic 
da t a must be sought for a few days after ful I moon, that i s during the 
period when the moon transverses the down magnetopa us e. An assymetry in 
terms of disturbance bet ween th e dawn a nd dusk magnetopause has been noted 
by Howe and S i scoe (1972) on the bas i s of Explorer 35 plasma measu r ements. 
It appea r s that i n genera l the dawn side of the magnet opa use somehow 
interacts more strongly with t he so lar wind than the dusk si de. It seems, 
however, diffi c ult to deci de whether enhanced reconnection o r whether 
diffusive or visco us inte r ac ti on is t aking p lace . Th e r es ults o f the present 
study indi ca t e tha t th e moon influ ences a ny such process. 
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GASEOUS TRANSPORT ON THE MOON.* S. Jovanovic and G. W. 
Reed, Jr., Chemistry Division, Argonne National Laboratory, 
Argonne, Illinois 60439. 

We have presented data supporting the transport of Hg 
(Jovanovic & Reed, 1973) and Br (Jovanovic & Reed, 1974) at the 
lunar surface in which the mobilizing agent is solar heating. We 
have also noted the general mobility of halogens on the basis of 
their hot water leachability and concluded that this mobile frac
tion is present as surface deposits in soils or soluble mineral 
phases in rocks. 

These data may be reexamined in conjunction with results on 
heavy metals which occur terrestrially as volcanic sublimates. 
The metals to be discussed are Pb, Bi, Tl and Zn and their labile 
fractions in lunar soils are the amounts leached in 10 minutes 
with pH 5-6 HN03. 

We have already discussed the transport, deposition and 
assimilation of 204pb with the agglutinate component in lunar 
soil (Allen et al., 1974). When the labile metal/labile halogen 
ratios in lunar soils are compared with the metal/halogen ratios 
found in terrestrial fumaro1ic gases, the lunar ratio is general
ly higher, in the case of metal/chloride by about 50 and in the 
Cqse of metal/bromide by 5-10. The Bi/ch10ride ratio is an ex
ception; the systems have essentially the same ratio. Possible 
explanation of these patterns are (a) low halogen contents on 
the moon, (b) the temperature at which the fumaro1ic gases were 
sampled (Mizutani, 1966, 1970) - the higher the temperature the 
higher the expected concentration of the metal, (c) the absence 
of these metals in the primary magmas and (d) the effect of H20, 
which may reverse the reaction leading to formation of the vola
tile metal halides. Other factors and combinations of the above 
may be decisive. 

If the metals are volcanic, they may be considered to be 
juvenile. If little fractionation among the incompatible or 
dispersed elements since accumulation is assumed, then their 
concentrations and relative amounts may be compared with cosmic 
abundance (C.A.) data. The halogens exhibit the highest deple
tions although their ratios are close to C.A. ratios. The labile 
metal fractions are enhanced abundance-wise as may be expected 
if they are accumulating on surfaces; the residual metal is 
higher still by an order of magnitude in some cases. The labile 
metal ratios are also closer to C.A. ratios. Transport of metals 
and halogens to the surface, subsequent loss of some of each 
from the lunar surface by non-thermal acceleration and/or im
mobilization by incorporation into agglutinate phases produced 
by impact processes may account for the relationships observed. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the USAEC and NASA. 
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SUNSET INTENSIFICATION OF LUNAR SURFACE ELECTRIC 
FIELDS; D. R. Criswell, The Lunar Science Institute, 3303 Nasa 
Road 1, Houston, Texas 77058. 

Photoelectron ejection produces electric fields (§(v/cm» 
and electric surface charge densities (0(~/cm2) ~ 5·10 . S) on 
fully sunlit surfaces of So ~ 1 to 10 v/cm (1) & Co ~ 5.10+9 to 
+10 ~/cm2 and on partially illuminated surfaces in the terminator 
regions of So ~ 103 v/cm & 00 ~ 5.1012 ~/cm2 (2,3). During the 
final stages (6t ~ 4 . 103 seconds) of sunset the surplus charge 
(+Q) on isolated sunlit areas, resulting from photoelectron 
escape or accretion onto adjacent dark regions, is approximately 
conserved if external sources of discharging electrons are 
minimal . Contraction of the sunlit areas (A(cm2 » will greatly 
increase ° ~ +Q/A and therefore intensify S ~ 0. 

Figure la depicts a partially illuminated surface during 
sunset. The highly conductive photoelectron cloud (total charge 

-Ql) over the sunlit area (Al) creates an equipotential surface 
with surplus +01 = +Ql/A on the surface. The dark area (al ) is 
negatively charged (total charge ~ -Ql) by accretionary electrons 
from the photoelectron cloud which became spatially fixed due to 
the extreme electrical resistivity of the lunar materials. 
Ignoring leakage currents the inequality +Ql ~ I-Ql I applies. In 
figure lb the shadow has moved upward to encompass an area (6A) 
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Criswell, D. R. 

of surplus pos i ti ve charge + 6Q2 """ +01 . tA and leaving +Q2 = +Ql -
01 . M in the illuminated area. However, positively charged tA 
attracts photoelectrons and is neutralized by them . Each neutral
izing photoelectron creates an equal surplus positive charge in 
the sunlit area. Thus, +Q2 = +Ql. Photoelectron accretion 
(figure lc) on to tA will continue until the area is sufficiently 
negatively charged (-6Q3) to repel all subsequent photoelectrons 
and +Q3 = Ql - (- 6Q3) results. Because A3 < AI' Q3 ~ Ql' and 
S ~ Q/A we have S3 > Sl' What limits this process and prevents 
S from increasing indefinitely as A approaches zero? 

Photoelectron emission from the adjacent dark areas would 
decrease +Q and -Q. The interplanetary ultraviolet background 
(4), primarily Lyman alpha, is 3.108 photon~{cm2-sec at the lunar 
surface . A photoelectron yield (S) of S · lO at 126.1 nm implies 

- S 2 f !:>o< 1.S·10 ~/cm -sec. Let subscript "0" denote values at the 
start of the c~ntraction phase . If Ao > a o then S(v/cm) !:>o< (So) 
(Ao/ A) (00 - ~ f . 6t) . S~percharging and field intenfification 

will occur for 00 > ~ f . 6t ~ 3.108 ~/cm2 or So > 5 v/cm which 
is very likely to occur . Photoelectrons will also be evoked by 
light scattered from the directly illuminated regions to the 
eastern slopes of the local western surface and thence to the 
subadjacent dark areas. This flux should be no greater than 
2'102 ~/cm-sec . A/a at 4.103 seconds before sunset and will 
decrease as A decreases (2,S). Conduction currents (fc) across 
the upward moving light/ dark boundary will be also decrease +Q. 
An electrical conductivity (6) of the soil ~(2S00K) ~ 10-17 

mhos / cm implies fc ~ 60 ~/cm2-sec . S and a characteristic decay 
time

3
TC 

= 0/ fc ~ S·10+9 0 +12. S/60.S ~ 10+8 to +11 sec » 6t ~ 
4·10 seconds. Solar wind electrons and protons are blocked from 
direct access to the sunset terminator (7). If Eo ~ 1 v / cm then 
these electron sources will not suppress the S intensification. 

Levitation and transport of electrically charged gra~ns of 
radius a(~) discharges at the rate fd(~/cm2-sec) ~ 4.7 a S72 . 
N(grains / cm2) /6td where N ~ column density of grains, 6td -
grain dwell time in the column. For horizon-glows (2,8) 6td ~ 1 
sec, N ~ 10+2 , S ~ 1, a ~ S~ and fc ~ 3 .104 ~/cm2-sec which is a 
negligible discharge rate. Other inferred dust motions (Lunokhod 
sky background (9) and high altitude lunar dust (10) appear to 
produce even smaller discharge currents. 

contraction of positively charged sunlit areas during lunar 
sunset should produce intense but localized multipole electro
static fields with S > 104 easily achievable. S(max) is not 
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identified and may depend on the mechanical and electrical 
properties of lunar materials. 
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LUNAR PHOTOELECTRON LAYER DYNAMICS; Edward Walbridge, 
Department of Systems Engineering, University of Illinois at 
Chicago Circle, Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680. 

Possible waves and oscillations in the lunar photoelectron layer (PEL) 
are investigated. The lunar PEL is a sea of hot (_ lS,OOOok) photoelec
trons extending to a height of about 2 meters above the lunar surface . 
It is of interest to determine whether a disturbance of the PEL at 
some point on the moon's sunlit surface will cause a series ot ripples 
to spread through the layer. The steady state PEL is reviewed as a basis 
for discussing PEL motions. Magnetic fields are neglected, so that there 
are f our possible wave modes to consider. The propagation through the 
PEL of the two electromagnetic modes is discussed, as is the i nteraction 
of an incident electromagnetic wave with the PEL. It is concluded that, 
for such an incident wave, the intensity of the partial reflection will be 
too small for detection. Positive - ion waves, the third mode, are dismissed 
and plasma waves are considered at length. It is concluded that vertical 
plasna oscillations will be strongly Landau damped s ince the PEL is too 
shallow to permi t vertical wavelengths that are long compared to the 
Debye length. Horizontally propagating plasma waves are also strongly 
damped but by a different mechanism, viz. electrons storing the wave's 
kinetic energy are continually reabsorbed at the lWlar surface. Hence 
there are no propagating waves in the PEL other than electromagnetic. 

However there is a type of oscillation which appears to be new, 
is not fully lmderstood, and which may not be strongly damped. With 
these oscillations, termed flight-time oscillations, the height of the 
PEL fluctuates as does the electric field, the electric field being 
always directed vertically ~)ward. The physical basis for these oscilla
tions is lvhat might be called a flight-time resonance. The real part, 
wf ' of the frequency of flight -time oscillations is found to be slightly 
greater than the plasma frequency. These oscillations are analagous to the 
height oscillations of the vertical jet of water in a city park water 
fountain. If flight-time oscillations are not much damped then it would 
be simplest to int erpret them as plasma oscillations continually driven 
by the upwelling photoelectron stream. A possible laboratory investigation 
of these oscillations is discussed. For the surfaces of the moon ~nd 
the planet nercury w is found to be respectively _4 x 106 amI _10 
radians/sec. The PEt's of those surfaces may be in a state of continual 
vertical "quivering" due to flight -time oscillations, or may be quiescent. 
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MANIFESTATIONS OF NON-METEORITIC REDISTRIBUTION OF 
LUNAR DUST; D. R. Criswell, The Lunar Science Institute, 3303 
NASA Road 1 , Houston, Texas 77058. 

Surveyor observations of horizon-glow (1,2), Lunokhod- II 
detection of a post-sunset brightness of the lunar sky (3), 
astronaut observations of streamers associated with sunrise and 
sunsets as seen from lunar orbit (4) , and prelimiriary results 
from the Apollo-17 "Lunar Ejecta and Meteoroid" Dete ctor (0 . 
Berg, private communication) strongly i n dicate a continuing cir
culation of the smallest size fraction of lunar fines about the 
surface. Micrometeorite bombardment cannot disturb sut tic i ent 
volumes of material nor supply sufficient energy to secondary 
ejecta to e xplain these phenomena. Electrostatic transport 
and possibly other presently unidentified mecha nisms must b e 
operative . In any case, there should be evidence of the prefer
ential disturbance and transport of the smallest size fract i on 
of the soils . The lunar sample l i terature will be reviewed in 
this context with particular emphasis on radiati on t r ack pro
duction , concentrations of solar gases, and volatile distr ibu
tions as a function of grain size . The influence of surfac e iron 
in photoelec tron production and ele ctrostatic transport will be 
noted and related to optical observations of surface albedo 
variations . 
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ADDITIONAL ASTRONAUT OBSERVATIONS OF POSSIBLE LIGHT 
SCATTERING BY LUNAR DUST AH1OSPHERE, by J. E. McCoy and D. R. 
Criswell. 

It would appear that the Apollo crews in lunar orbit have 
observed several instances of solar light scattering by a tran
sient 1 unar dust "atmosphere" over the terminator regi ons (1). 
The crew of Apollo 17, in particular, recorded sketches of the 
appearance of solar corona zodiacal light as it appeared to them 
above the lunar horizon while approaching orbital sunrise. These 
sketches included distinct streamer features which displayed time 
variations on the scale of seconds to minutes, incompatab1e with 
features of the solar corona. Evaluation of various possible 
sources of such light distribution lead to the conclusion that 
they were produced by light scattering from a population of small 
particulates above the lunar terminator, extending back to encompass 
the shadow boundary. The angular extent of the streamer indi-
cated that the light scattering particles extended from the lunar 
surface to the altitude of the spacecraft. Although apparently 
observed by some of the other Apollo crews as well, the Apollo 17 
observations were the only ones documented sufficiently to provide 
a basis for reasonable interpretation. 

Additional documentation of the occurrence and variability 
of such streamers is available from the air-to-ground voice 
transcriptions (2) and onboard tapes of crew comments (3). Two 
periods of orbital sunset were observed with specific comment on 
the streamers which seems relevant to the question of size and 
variability. 

The first is on orbit 61, H. H. Schmitt (LMP) makes the 
following comments: "In lieu of the solar corona photography I 
watched---Gene and I both watched it set and there are two bands 
which I can still see now---a zodiacal light, I guess, going out 
symmetrically on either side of the plane in the ecliptic and they 
make an angle between themselves of about, let's say, 70° to 80°. 
I can sti11---knowing they are there---I can still pick up the 
bands, streamers, I guess would be a better word. And last night 
when I watched one set there was a strong linear streamer going 
out---of maybe three or four or five diameters---I will have to 
get my directions straight. Well, I'll figure out which side of 
the ecliptic it was. That was not nearly so strong when I looked 
this time---now part1y---that may be dark adaptation, I don't 
know, but I will try to keep track of that one. But those two 
streamers today are about an equal strength and they are still 
visible as zodiacal 1ight." 

The next day he makes the following remarks on orbit 72: 
"Just had a good view of the sunset and the corona and there are 
two strong bright streamers just right at sunset, one parallel to 
the plane of the ecliptic and the other--oh, maybe 10° to the 
south of the plane. And they form two of the major longer duller 
streamers that are streaming out of the sun now. There are some 
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other linear streamers that are still visible, but those are t he 
major ones. Once you get out to the position of Mars, they all 
have about the same intensity-- - which is very low---the pattern 
is distinctly different from the one I believe I mentioned to you 
yesterday. ---It was right at sunset, at any rate. Still have a 
very strong glow visible at the sunset point . And that glow--
the general glow visible to me now---and, of course, I am not very 
well light adapted --- dark adapted---but extends about to a posi
tion---oh, let's see,- -- about the same distance from the sun as 
the apparent distance of Venus-- - between Venus and Mars right now. 
Well, let me---let me start over on that. The apparent distance 
from Venus to Mars is about the same distance as from Mars to the 
limit of the strong solar glow. 1I 

These observations i ndica te the angular extent of the 
streamers from the sun to exceed that of Mars at this time (33°) . 
This extent is now applicable to features visible for some time 
after sunset. The complet e change in location and configuration 
of the major streamers present from day to day, while not 
completely impossible for coronal features as in the case of the 
sunrise streamers sketched by Cernan and Evans (1), seems mo re 
compatable with the idea of determination by some projection of 
features of the changing lunar terminator as it moves at the rate 
of 12° per day. 
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ON THE FORMATION OF A MAGNETIC BOUNDARY LAYER AT THE 
LUNAR LIMB , H§ctor Perez de Tejada, Instituto de Geofisica, 
UNAM, Mexico 20, D.F. 

The behavior of the solar wind at the lunar limb has been 
previously examined by means of a simplified magnetogasdynamic 
analog consisting of a collision-dominated plasma flow stream
ing over a non-conducting semi-infinite flat solid surface in 
the presence of a magnetic field aligned to the flow direction. 
For cases in which the freestream temperature is higher than 
the surface temperature, the analysis of the problem indicates 
that as a consequence of viscothermal interactions between the 
streaming flow and the surface, the magnetic field intensity 
in the vicinity of the surface may exhibit values above the 
freestream level. This result suggests the presence at the 
lunar limb of a low-intensity magnetic field perturbation with 
magnitudes smaller than those of the selenographic-correlated 
magnetic increases detected both in the lunar wake and at the 
lunar terminator. The quantitative estimates and functional 
dependences of the predicted magnetic perturbations are found 
to be compatible with some experimental observations of the mag
netic penumbral increases of the moon's wake. 

The reality of the proposed magnetogasdynamic configura
tion relies on the assumption that the solar wind flow reacts 
collectively across distances comparable to the typical proton 
gyroradius and presumes the operation of adequate coupling 
processes between the solar wind particles and particles of 
lunar origin. Within the framework provided by these assump
tions, substantial understanding of the behavior of the den
sity, velocity, and magnetic field of the solar wind at the 
lunar limb can be obtained by applying conventional formula
tions of viscothermal boundary layer theories. A very useful 
result available from such theories is the approximate conser
vation of the total (thermal plus magnetic) pressure for cases 
in which the flow streams over a semi-infinite flat surface and 
exhibits very large values of the magnetic Reynolds number. 

This condition can be conveniently given as: 

"'" """2 
P+EB)(=I+£ ( I) 
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where ~ denotes the normalized thermal pressure of the flow, 
'Bx the normalized magnetic field intensity along the direction 
of motion of the incident flow (x direction), and E the ratio 
of the magnetic to the thermal pressure in the undisturbed flow. 
The implications of this expression in relation to the continuum 
-fluid interpretation of the solar wind flow at the lunar limb 
indicate that for cases in which the imposed magnetic field is 
aligned to the flow direction the resulting magnetic field per
turbation at the surface can be determined by combining equa
t:ion (1) with the equation of state of an ideal gas and the 
relation: 

"'" "'" "'" Bx = f Vx (2) 

which is a solution of the induction equation of a perfectly 
conducting magnetic field-aligned magnetogasdynamic flow ( J and 
Vx denote the normalized density and parallel component of the 
velocity vector) • 

For orientations of the magnetic field other than along 
the direction of motion, the simple coupling between the velo
city, density and magnetic fields given by relation (2) is no 
longer valid, and thus the arguments pointed out for the behav
ior of the magnetic field at the surface do not apply . For 
these cases, it is in general necessary to refer directly to 
the solution of the complete set of differential equations 
that describes the problem. Nevertheless, we can still assess 
some general characteristics of the resulting magnetic geometry 
within the interaction region if additional restrictions are 
imposed on the problem. For example, under the assumption 
that the velocity of the flow is left essentially unaltered by 
the viscous mechanism (as appears to be the case for the solar 
wind-lunar limb interaction process), the velocity profile 
remains uniform (to first approximation) across the imposed 
temperature boundary layer. Under these conditions, the veloc
ity field is modified only by the parallel stratification of 
streamlines that results from the induced non-uniform density 
distribution across the thermal boundary layer. 
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The effects that the stratification of streamlines produces 
on the configuration of a magnetic field frozen to the fluid 
particles can now be inferred from a simple geometrical inspec
tion. When the magnetic field vector is parallel to the veloc
ity vector, considerations of conservation of mass and magnetic 
flux indicate that an analagous stratification of magnetic field 
lines must also take place (this situation is conveniently 
expressed by relation 2). Thus, as indicated before, the mag
netic field intensity will not be uniform across t he temperature 
boundary layer, but should reproduce the variations exhibited 
by the density profile, which is in turn determined from a self
consistent solution satisfying equation 1. For the particular 
case in which the freestream temperature is higher than the 
surface temperature, the density of the flow and hence the mag
netic field intensity near the surface will be enhanced with 
respect to their freestream values. The corresponding magnetic 
g~ometry may be characterized b y a situation in which the den
sity of magnetic field lines is higher in the vicinity of the 
surface than in the freestream flow. 

When the imposed magnetic field is perpendicular to the 
flow direction, any transverse displacement of streamlines 
within the temperature boundary layer does not alter the dis
tribution of magnetic field lines; that is, as the fluid par
ticles are forced to move toward or away from the surface in 
response to the corresponding pressure distribution across the 
temperature boundary layer, the density of magnetic field lines 
remains unaltered and the masnetic field intensity keeps its 
freestream value. In these conditions no appreciable perturba
tion of the magnetic field intensity comparable to that of the 
aligned case can be predicted from the pure thermal interaction 
between the flow and the surface. When the magnetic field 
vector is oriented at a certain angle with respect to the ve
locity vector of the undisturbed flow, the transverse displace
ment of streamlines will result in a parallel rearrangement of 
magnetic lines of force which will give rise to a magnetic 
field perturbation less accentuated than that expected for the 
magnetic field-aligned case. 
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PRESENT AND PAST SOLAR WIND AND SECONDARY ION 
BOMBARDMENT OF THE MOON. Geiss J., Physikalisches Institut, 
University of Bern, Sidlerstrasse 5, 3012 Bern, Switzerland. 

The solar wind (SW) ion flux reaches the lunar surface without much 
perturbation (1). The average proton flux is about 2. 7x 108 cm-

2
sec- l , 

other elements appear to be present in roughly solar abundance propor
tions (2,3,4). The influx on the moon depends not only on latitude, but also 
on longitude, because of the shielding effect of the tail of the earth's 
magnetosphere (minimum influx in the region of the zero meridian). 

SW particles implanted in lunar surface mater i al are recognized by the 
inverse relation of their abundance to grain size, by etching experiments 
or by a depth sensitive activation technique. In this way, noble gases, H, 
Nand C of SW origin have been identified (d. 5 -12). Thus there exists 
imprinted in lunar material a historical record of the solar wind with great 
potential for studying the solar wind flux and composition in the past, and 
the history of the sun in general. For such studies it is important to ascer
tain what percentage of these "surface correlated" volatile elements is of 
SW origin. Competing sources could be (a) cornets, (b) lunar fumaroles, 
(c) interstellar gas, and (d) ions which are produced in the lunar atmosphere 
by solar UV and SW charge exchange and are subsequently accelerated 
through the VxB-force induced by the solar wind. The latter effect is parti
cularly critical, because it produces a grain-surface implantation similar 
to the solar wind. The VxB-mechanism has been studied in detail by Manka 
and Michel (13,14). Quantitative predictions are seriously hampered by the 
difficulty to assess the effective trapping efficiencies in lunar surface 
material of low energy ions (E < 1 keV). Nevertheles s, some estimates on the 
rates of implantation are made in this paper, based on trapping probabilities 

determined in the laboratory, and on densities, composition and distribu
tion of the lunar atmosphere (15,16). The estimates for implantation rates 
at lower latitudes (;) ~ 35 0 ) presented here are based on the following 
model assumptions : Uniform tempera ture of 300 K; surface density n for 
_50°=: :r ~ 500 is a function of the longitude alone; average solar ';ind 
conditions are V = 400 km/ sec and Bl.. = 41'; trochoidal trajectories for 
heavier singly charged ions are approximated by straight lines . The situa
tion at the subsolar meridian (for a solar wind sector with negative B di
rection ) is shown in figure 1, as suming an effective trapping efficiency 
"l = 1 for E > 600 eV and ~ = 0 for E < 600 eV. It is evident from this 
figure tht the number of ions lost is much larger than the number which is 
trapped. Integration of the appropriate equations (cf. 13, 14) for Ar40 and 
comparison with the solar wind Ar36 influx leads to the Ar£~ / Ar§~ ratios 
presented in table 1. 
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Taking into account some loss due to elevated temperatures and saturation, 
we estimate that the Ar40, observed in present lunar atmosphere, gives 

(40 36) \Ar
tr

/ ArSW . = 0.1 to 0.2 
effectlve today 

A1thou~h single grains or spherules may occasionally contain such low 
(Ar40/ Ar 3 hr ratios (21), much higher ratios, i. e. values between about 
0.4 and 8, are observed in lunar fines and breccias (d. 22-24, 6). The 
ratios vary with location on the lunar surface as well as with depth 
(cf. 23-27) but no clear systematic increase with depth has been found. 
Possible reasons for the high observed (Ar40/ Ar36)tr are that in the past 
(generally or at times) 

(a) Ar40 production was higher 

or 

(b) Outgassing produced by lunar volcanism and impact was stronger 
(c) Vx~ in the solar wind was stronger 

(d) there are additional mechanisms of Ar40 implantation. 

(c) would explain the indicated correlation (4) between (He4 /He 3hr and 
(Ar40 / Ar36)tr since a stronger solar wind flow would enhance the VxB-ac
c e leration of Ar40 and at the same time could yield higher He 4/ HeT ratios in 
the solar wind. 

A possibility for (d) would be the potassium destillation mechanism pro
posed by the Zurich group (28) . 

From table 1 and the observed Ar36 / Ar
40

", O. 1 in the lunar atmosphere 
(15) it is evident that (at least today) recycling of SW argon amounts to 
only a few percent or les s. For Neon recycling is similarly insignificant 
and also for Kr and Xe, unless the heavy noble gas ions have much higher 
trapping probabilities at low energies than the lighter noble gases. 

The He 
4 
/He 

3 
ratio in the lunar atmosphere ought t03 be much higher than 

in the solar wind because of (a) the faster escape of He and (b) the addition 
of radiogenic He4 . However, the recycling factor for He is so small that 
the surface correlated He should be representative of the retained SW gas. 
Thus the observed difference of H e 4/ He 

3 
in fines and breccias (29, 30) ap

pears to be a real solar wind effect (cf. 30). 
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Recycling of SW carbon and nitrogen may be more significant, because 
trapping or sticking efficiency at low energies may be high. This could 
contribute to the observed excess of C and N over the noble gases, but by 
only a factor of les s than 2. 

The dpnsities of nitrogen and carbon compounds in the present lunar 
atmosphere appear to be so low (16) that (at least at present) the contribu
tion of VxB-implantation to the observed Nand C concentrations in lunar 
fines is negligible. This observation supports the generally held conviction 
that the N in fines is essentially solar wind nitrogen, validating two con
clusions advanced before: 

_ N
15

/N
14 

in solar surface material is essentially not different from the 
N 15 /N 14 in the solar nebula. This places severe constraints on models of 
solar structure and evolution which involve slow mixing (c£. 31). 

- The total amounts of solar wind gases (particularly N) in the regolith 
columns penetrated by deep drilling at the Apollo 15, 16 and 17 landing 
sites are so large that higher solar wind fluxes in the past (as compared 
to the present flux) must be suspected (4). 

The author thanks O. Eugster and Ch. Filleux for discussions. This work 
was in part supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation (Grant 
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efficiency. 
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A COSMIC DUST EXPERIMENT ON THE MOON, EARLY RESULTS: 
Otto E. Berg, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
20771 

A 3-axis cosmic dust experiment placed on the lunar surface 
by the Apollo 17 crew is registering impact parameters of cosmic 
dust and lunar ejecta. 1,117 events were recorded in 8 months. 
The data show an interesting particle event rate increase 
associated with the passage of the terminators at the experiment 
site. During sunrise the particles move eastward with an event 
rate which is 100 times the normal rate. During sunset, the 
particle movement is westward with an event rate which is 15 
times the normal rate. A preliminary, plausible explanation 
for the phenomenon is electrostatic levitation. Particle fluxes 
derived from each of the three sensor systems are within an 
order of magnitude in agreement with those obtained from two 
similar_~xp~2imen~f in hel!~centric orbits--Pioneers 8 and 9 
(4 x 10 m sec (2 sr) ). The preliminary data indicate 
little eVi9rnce of lunar ejecta with speeds in excess of 
0.8 km sec (the speed threshold sensitivity for plasma 
detectors) . 
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THE MOONIS ANCIENT MAGNETIC FIELD AND LUNAR PREHISTORY, C.P. 
Sonett, Department of Planetary Sciences and Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, 85721. . 

Recent evidence from the Apollo program shows that lunar material is 
magnetized. The general view that this magnetization is thermoremanent is 
supported by the most recent measurements which indicate paleofields in ba
salts at 3.95 aeons of 1.2 oersteds decreasing to 0.33 oe. at 3.6 aeons (1) . 
Ur~ccias are also magnetic, but the problem of their magnetization appears 
more complex than for the crystaline rocks. Direct measurement of magnetic 
fields on the floor of Procellarum, Hadley, Fra Mauro and Cayley (2) indicate 
values ranging from threshold (several gamma) upwards to more than 300 gamma . 
Satellite determinations of the surface field show values typically smaller 
than 1 gamma for the radial component, indicating that very localized 
sources cannot be the seat of these fields. However regional magnetization, 
perhaps associated with fractured basement rock of regular magnetization, is 
present (3). These measurements are concentrated near the lunar equator 
over a limited range of longitude. Explorer 35 shows inferentially, by mea
surement of limb shock waves, that magnetization is suppressed over maria (4). 
The somewhat limited statistics infer that the magnetization is restricted 
to the equatorial regions. 

With the extended evidence of paleomagnetism in meteorites, including 
carbonaceous chondrites, the cosmogonic view that the protosolar nebula and 
the accretional period were associated with a strong overall solar system 
field is strengthened. This field may be a fragment of the original galac
tic field, a nascent solar field orig i nating in a dynamo , or some combination 
of the two. Hide has proposed that impact magneti zation could be the source 
of at least part of the lunar field , since no overall dipole moment has been 
detected (5), (6), (3). Srnka (private communication) recently carried out 
experiments at Culham showing the generation of 35 gauss fields with hype r
velocity impacts. However the dwell time for such fields must be exceedingly 
short. If regional magnetization exists on the Moon, the source field for 
imprinting magnetization must last sufficiently long for the material to 
pass through a range of blocking temperatures. Since the time constant for 
cooling a sphere is 1 second for an object with radius of 1 cm, this rises 
to (0)700 years for 1 km. Thus, impact seems ruled out for regional magne
tism, but could be important on the regolith and generally in modifying pre
viously imprinted fields. That the lunar source field was the Earthls 
magnetosphere is unlikely. Using a reasonable tidal Q for Earth, the time 
of immersion in the magnetosphere is extremely short. Increasing the Earthls 
dipole moment by one order does not alleviate the problem, because in view 
of the thermal time constants this time is too short for regional magnetiza
tion to be acquired. 

An obvious source of magnetization for the Moon would be an internal 
dynamo. But arguments incorporating mean density and moment of inertia 
show that the Moon could not possess an Fe core larger than about 350 km 
radius; for FeS this increases to about 500 km. Levy (7) has argued that 
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this rules out a lunar dynamo even for a rotation speed equal to breakup, 
but Runcorn points out (private communication) that when scaled between 
Earth and Jupiter, Levyls analogy fails since both planets are apparently 
endowed with self-excited dynamos. If the Moon were endowed with planetary 
spin at its birth , it was likely spin damped by tidal forces in the past 9 
probably via Earth capture . But Earth data seems to rule out capture sub
sequent to 3.2 aeons ago, which appears to be the date of the most recent 
magnetization. Since the highlands appear magnetized a dynamo source field 
should have operated from nearly the time of accumulation of the Moon . 
Although the requirement for early differentiation and dynamo action can be 
met, it is far more difficult to retain high lunar spin in the period after 
3. 2 aeons ago, unless some drastic revision takes place in the current out
look upon the Earth -Moon dynamical history(8). Because of the difficulty 
in providing for a late dynamo, maria magnetization seems to require that a 
two stage magnetization has taken place (9). 

The presence of a primordial or early solar field is sufficient for 
imprinting magnetiza t ion in both meteorites and lunar material (10~. A 
high solar spin with the f i eld a mixture of dipolar and quadrupolar (the 
latter provides a steady component in the plane of the ecliptic) is needed. 
This also assumes that the geometry follows the present epoch spiral . Both 
a primordial field and early dynamo suggest the Urey -Runcorn model . The 
primordial moon's core acquires an isothermal remanence . This field is 
later recorded in the crust as the latter cools through its hlocking tem
perature range . The core IRM eventually vanishes via long period heating. 
Whether isothermal remanence can be of sufficient strength to supply the 
source field for the late maria magnetization remains unresolved. 

Controversy surrounds details of the collapse of the protosolar cloud, 
but the classical view is that even if the electrical conductivity had 
been low, a substantial magnetic field would have been captured from the 
galactic background and carried inwards (11) . Whether this is important as 
a source field for the primeval Sun is not understood, but a strong field 
seems to be required to reduce angular momentum partitioned to the cloud 
from the galactic rotation. If the early field or spin were too large, 
collapse of the protosolar cloud would tend to be inhibited, but a residue 
of each is still vital for spinning up the Sun and for eventually braking 
its rotation. 
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THE MOON AS A HYDROMAGNETIC ANTENNA, J.K. Chao and C.P. Sonett, 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 
85721 . 

While bathed in the solar wind the Moon displays an intense electromag
netic induction excited by fluctuations of the interplanetary magnetic field . 
These fluctuations are both convected and propagated disturbances . A de
tailed distinction between these mechanisms is not required for lunar induc
tion as both appear as time variations of the field in the frame co-moving 
with the Moon. However, a secondary distinction does arise since all such 
disturbances are characterized by wave normal surfaces which define the 
wav e normal vector, k. 

The inductive sTgnal arising from the flow of eddy currents in the lunar 
interior has been studied in the frequency range from less than 10-4 Hz to 
4 X 10-2 Hz (Sonett et al., 1972), the latter being defined as the value of 
frequency for which quantization noise in Explorer 35 magnetometer signa ls 
rises to an unacceptable level . Explorer 35 data is used to obtain a no r
malized value of the field components on the lunar surface. Division of the 
lunar signal by that found at Explorer 35 defines an empirical transfer func 
tion, A. Values of A range f rom nearly unity at the low frequency limit to 
a peak value of over 3 with increasing frequency, finall y decreasing with 
further frequency increase . 

The formal similarity of lunar induction (equivalent to the transverse 
electric (TE) mode in electromagnetic theory) to Mie scattering has pre
viously been pointed out by Sonett and Colburn (1974). The case of the 
r~oon corresponds to a very lossy object electrically, and therefore its 
r esponse differs strongly from an optically transparent one. The simi larity 
to Mie scattering ar i ses from consideration of the wave number spectrum of 
the interplanetary magnetic field which corresponds to wavelengths encom ·· 
passing the scale s i ze of the Moon. At low frequency the excitation corres
ponds to Rayleigh pseudoscattering while at intermediate and high frequency 
to Mie pseudoscattering.(The term pseudoscattering occurs since most , if not 
all the induced radiation is confined to the lunar interior by the dynamic 
pressure of the solar wind.) 

Because of the relation to Mie scattering, an angular dependence of the 
lunar response (transfer function) is expected , together with a dependence 
upon the apparent phase velocity of the incident wave field in the solar 
wind. This has been experimentally detected in the response of the Lunar 
Surface i1agnetometer (LSM) and is indicated in a preliminary way in earlier 
publications. In this paper we provide calculations upwards to approxi-
mately the Nyquist frequency of the LSf1. Calculations have been made for 
both varying phase velocity, ~P' and scattering angle, 8. The latter is de
fined in the conventional sense as the central angle, centered in the Moon 
between the direction of k and the position of the LSM on the lunar surface. 
The upper frequency limit- is established by computational limits associated 
with the radial equation. A two layer model is used for the Moon consisting 
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of a core of conductivity, Gc = 4 X 10- 4 Hz, surrounded by a non-conducting 
shell. 

Strong dipolar response at low frequency (Rayleigh limit) is present. 
Near to and above the principal maximum, higher orders become important. At 
high frequency the transfer function can decrease to below unity because of 
the strong phase shift of the excited radiation compared to the forcing 
function(Figure 1). The behavior of the phase function depends strongly 
upon the signal frequency. Below the peak amplitude corresponding primarily 
to dipole radiation, the phase function is relatively stable with modest 
phase variations. The phase, passing through several complete cycles, 
rapidly changes at high frequency (Figure 2). The transfer function ampli 
tude, A, is smallest for 8 = 180°. As 8 is diminished, the peak amplitude 
increases until for 8 = 90 0

, A ~ 00 , because the normal component of the 
forcing function vanishes . 

There are well known difficulties in inverting the lunar response into 
a high resolution profile of the interior electrical conductivity . However, 
these difficulties become assets for the inverse problem of obtaining infor
mation on 8 and v , i . e. the sensitivity of 8 and ~ to interior model varia
tions is small. ~or this reason the Moon can serve as an ideal hydromagnetic 
antenna for probing the angular and spatial spectrum of the k vector field of 
the solar wind. 
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THE RECORD OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC RADIATIONS IN THE 
ANCIEN'l' REGOLITH; Robert M. Wa l ker, Washington Uni v., Laboratory 
for Space Physics, St. Louis, Missouri 63130 

Lunar surface rocks have been used to investigate the record 
of galactic protons and heavy particles for times up to 50 million 
years. Because of erosion the record of solar flare particles 
extends over the shorter time span of less than 10 milliun years. 
The bulk of the data indicates the time constancy of both times 
of radiations, although at least one anomaly exists. In prin
ciple, studies of lunar soil columns and portions of ancient 
regolith, as perserved in lunar and meteoritic breccias, can 
be used to decipher the h istory of these radiations back to the 
early stage of the solar system. The paper summarizes the 
current incomplete state of our knowledge based on present exper
imental data and also discusses projected new experimental 
approaches to the problem. An attempt is made to pose key ques
tions whose answers are critical to understanding the early 
history of the sun and the moon. 
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PHOTOEMISSION ELECTRONOSPHERE AS A SOURCE OF MERCURY'S MAGNETIC 
FIELD; E. H. Walker, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen, Md., 21005, and A. J . 
Fennelly, Physics and Astronomy Dept ., Western Kentucky University, Bowling 
Green, Ky., 42101 . 

The characteristics of Mercury's magnetic field have been reported else
where (1). Main characteristics are the peak observed fields of 98 gammas at 
closest approach (altitude 704 km) and the derived magnetic moment that is 
located 0.47 ~ (radius of Mercury) from the center of the planet. The dipole 
is oriented within 20° of the ecliptic pole being slightly tilted. We show 
that the fie ld strength observed and the offset position of the dipole are con
sistent with the idea of an induced magnetic field arising from the presence of 
a layer of photoelectrons and an electronosphere (2,3). Furthermore, the mag
netic field is the residual field arising from peak solar winds (storm) inter
actions with the highly conductive phot oemission electronosphere of Mercury 
which prevents rapid leakage or decay of the magnetic field. At times of 
strong solar wind (storm conditions and solar flares) the solar wind presses 
nearly to the planet's surface. As flare ~onditions subside, the electron
osphere, together with its magnetic field, expands against the reduced pressure 
of the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field to give rise to the 
magnetopause observed by Mariner-lO. 

We also show that the reason for Mercury's exhibiting a fully developed 
electronosphere with a strong embedded magnetic field, while the moon - so 
apparently similar in many ways to Mercury (1) -does not, lies principally in 
the higher photon flux to the surface of Mercury thereby giving rise to a 
higher screening field on Mercury . This causes a change in the electric poten
tial energy of the elect ronospheric field varying as the 4th power of the dis
tance of the planet from the sun. As a result, the moon's field is not suffi
ciently strong (electric field pressure) to resist the solar wind, while 
Mercury's field can resist the solar wind pressure, presenting the conditions 
necessary for the field build-up in response to the flare activity. 

Genera l characteristics of the photoemission-induced electronosphere. The 
electric potential at the surface (3) of the moon results from the balance of 
the flux of solar wind ions and electrons to the surface with the photoelectrons 
emi tted from the surface. Under ordinary conditions the potential is cp = 4.4 
volt s and the electric field Eo::z, 3.4 volts/meter at the sub-solar point of the 
moon. The electric fi eld at the surface is given by (3) Eo = eno/e:o , while no = 
2NvY / cpo with Vo = J 2 u lne or J 3 kT /me. For Mercury we would expect to obtain, 
from the similarity of the two, an increased photon flux Nv about 20 vo lts for 
the potential and 16 volts/meter for the field. In order for the electron
osphere to support its own magnetic field, the electric field which lies at the 
base of the interaction must be strong enough to resist the magnetic field 
pressure , the solar wind gas pressure, and the gravitational field of the 
planet. This may be formulated (4) as p + B2 /811 + S Pm g dr <: S Pe cP dr . By 
stan2ard m~nipulations (4~ a~d the cha~ge of units we re-express this as 
PeVt /2 +e /2f.10 +e:o(me/e) g /2 < E:oEo /2 . An equality sign indicates stable 
equilibrium. In what follows we may neglect gravitational terms in the equa
tions and determine the satisfaction of the implied criteria for the moon and 
for Mercury. The magnetic field within the electronosphere may be obtained 
from anyone of a number of equations (4): B2 = (P/jddEt/dt or B2 =-rrvp/d IYrl • 
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For the moon at the sub-solar point vt
l
=400 pm/sec, pe_l~.353l0-2l kg/m3 , 

B=6y, Eo~ 3.4 Vim or less,.. We find that 2 €oEo =5.12'10 J/m and 
l 2 2 -lu . ° 2 Pe Vt +B /2f.lo =6.82·10 • For the moon at lat~tude 70 these numbers 
become Vt =137 km/sec, Eo ~ 2.8 volts/m and we find out that the righthand 
side of the equation is 4.0·10- 11J/m3 while the lefthand side is 9.24.10- 11 • 
For MercuIT at the sub-solar point these numbers are v t = 600 km/sec, Pe = 2.84' 
1O- 20kg/m3, d=17Y, and Eo =16V/m. Right is 1.13'1O- 9J/m3 & left is 5.23'10- 9 • 
For each of these three cases we see that the righthand side is not greater 
than the lefthand side and so the electric 'field cannot be supported against 
the pressure of the solar wind. For Mercury at latitude 60° however these -10 
numbers are vt = 205 km/ sec, Eo ~ 13v /m an~ the righthand side reads 7.56'10 
J/n while t he lefthandside reads 7.14'10- O. Here the criterion is satisfied 
and we see that under normal condi t ions the solar wind is not strong enough to 
collapse the electronosphere of Mercury. Therefore, toward the edge of the 
illuminated face of Mercury a buildup of the magnetic field can beget a region 
that supports the interplanetary medium. Once a magnetic field arising from 
currents in the electronosphere forms the charging mechanism is drastically 
altered. For evidence of this see reference (5) where values of the lunar 
potential and the electric field in the tail of the earth's magnetosphere are 
cp = 200V, Eo = 20V /m. On Mercury these values would go to about cp = 1000V, Eo = 
100V/m. Therefore, for Mercury - even at the sub-solar point with the magnetic 
field e,bedde2 in the elect20nosphere - we find using the equation -9 
t Pe Vt + Bi /2f.lo ~ t €oEo (~t surface) is satisfied since 5.23'10 is less 
than or equal to 4.43 ' 10-8 J/m. This electric field corresponds to Bi ~ 330y . 

Char act e r istic time fo r loss o f magnetic f i e l d. Spitzer (4) gives the 
equat i on for the time T required for th: ~i~r~pation of a magnetic f i eld 
embedded in a plasma : T ~ 4TIL2/~ ~ 5'10 1 T ' L2-sec where L is the charac
te r istic lenjth of the plasma i n cm and T is the plasma temperature (Spitzer 
gives 2. 10- 1 ~ this value is for an electron plasma). /For 10ev electrons 
(T = 105

U 
K) and the characteristic length L = (2TI RN2) 1 3 where A is the 

e l ectronospheric sheath thickness. 
From Bettinger f?~ Walker (6) and Walker (7) we find the i?~eld sheath 

(J is (J = A/h = 1.17 s~ where h (Debye length) = [ eo kT/e 2 no] and A = 1.17 
h(cpo/kT) 1!2(RM~h)1/ • We find for CPo = 200y Eo = 20V/m that A = 573 meters 
and L=2.77·10 meters so that T=1.2l5·10 a sec=387 years. We see there
fore that the field will be retained. The expression for T involves ~ - the 
resistivity. An improved value of T would take into account the effect of 
resistivity that takes account of the currents (forming the magnetic field 
of the electronosphere) and their energy loss each time an electron is lost 
to the surface . This is not the total energy of the electron but only that 
energy in the direction as required to maintain the field current. Note also 
that the field would reflect the inducing conditions occurring under peak 
solar storm conditions. Note in the references that are given in reference (1) 
that there are similarities between this situation and the situation for 
planets with ionospheres. This applies therefore to fields induced in planets 
with ionospheres and may be applicable also to other cases particularly as to 
the predicted position of the magnetic dipole. 

Position and orientation of field. The dipole must arise from currents 
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induced in the electronosphere which is located on the hemisphere facing the 
sun. This means that the dipole has been moved away from the center of the 
planet and towards the sun. With the values given above we find that the 
dipole is displaced almost to 0.5 RM which is fairly close to the reported 
value of 0.47 RM in reference (1). As to the orientation, ideally a current 
flowing in a h~mispherica1 shell will have a pole at the center of the 
hemisphere to minimize the current density. However to maximize the resistance 
to the passage of the interplanetary field and to the solar wind the poles 
should fallon the edge of the hemisphere according to Lenz' Law. The compe
tition of these two factors produces magnetic fields which are about of equal 
intensity with dipoles oriented in the ecliptic plane and with the ecliptic 
axis giving an orientation to the field which is tilted to about latitude 45°. 
This also is about equal to the tilt that was reported in reference (1). 

Magnetopause. We can find from the strength of the field at the surface 
what the approximate height of the magnetopause should be. Using a dipole 
approximation with the value of Bo at the surface is equal to 330 gammas we 
find that the magnetic field pressure of the dipole field is approximately 
equal to the pressure exerted by the plasma in the solar wind at a distance 
that could range from 1150 km to about 11000 km. A median value calculated 
for the conditions approximately during encounter (see reference 1) is about 
3400 meters or 3.4 km. Thus we see that the hypothesis of a photoemission 
electronosphere as a source of Mercury's magnetic field gives rise to all the 
observed features reported by the magnetometer experiments in Mariner-lO 
during encounter (1). It is known that Jupiter's magnetic field has a dipole 
which is offset about 0.1 RJ north of the equatorial plane and about 0.2 RJ 
toward longitude 170° and also that the field is tilted at an inclination 
of about 15° . We would like to speculate that perhaps some small part of 
Jupiter's magnetic field is due to a magnetic field of this type arising in 
its ionosphere while of course the bulk of the field is probably some type 
of a core field and is involved in the large amounts of radio emissions in 
the radiation belt of Jupiter (8). 
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